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Executive Summary  

This report (part two) presents part of the work and findings of a 15-month investigative project 
examining security adoption decision making.  It forms part of a wider portfolio of work funded by the 
ESRC-funded Digital Security by Design Social Science Hub+ (Discribe). 

The project ran from May 2022 to August 2023 and was conducted in collaboration with a 
multidisciplinary team of academics at Birkbeck, University of London and the University of Sheffield.  
In the latter stages of the project one member of team joined the University of Durham. 

 

• Part One: Understanding the security technology adoption process: a rapid evidence 
review  

The evidence from the Rapid Evidence Review points to the need for a holistic approach to 
adopting new security technologies which, firstly, should pervade all activities connected with 
this including e.g., risk management, dealing with unexpected consequences and decision-
making. Secondly, no one risk factor should be focused on to the exclusion of others: 
technological risks and decisions are not more important that organisational, human or 
environmental ones. Finally, it is clear that adoption is not a process that can stop at the 
installation of the technology but must continue through the product’s lifecycle.  

• Part Two:  Story completion and Critical Decision expert interviews 

The research completed here offers researchers a useful story stem survey methodology 
which provides cognitive insights into the challenges of cyber security adoption decision 
making in large organisations.   We have much to learn from how experts and non-experts 
respond to challenging scenarios which may provide useful contextualisation to further 
explore decision making under uncertainty.  We contend that a more detailed examination of 
risk, emotions, accountability, cynicism/negativity and a positive psychological approach to 
the design of cyber security interventions, policy and practice may effectively support 
behavioural and cognitive change. 
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List of Abbreviations 

CDM – Critical Decision Method 

CTA – Cognitive Task Analysis 

HEE – Higher Education England 

MFA – Multi-factor authentication 

TAM – Technology Acceptance Model 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project aim and objectives 

Aim:  To understand the process of security technology adoption within organisations.   

Goals: 

• IdenXfy the perceived benefits and risks, organisaXonal condiXons and consequences of 
adopXng new security technologies.  (Part 1 & 2) 

• Understand and review academic literature examining complexiXes in individual cogniXve 
and organizaXonal decision making processes associated with adopXon/non-adopXon.  (Part 
one) 

• Understand the role of regulatory governance and other incenXves in insXtuXonalising the 
adopXon of new security technologies .  (Part 1 & 2)  

• Use a case story compleXon survey method and criXcal decision method (CDM) as innovaXve 
qualitaXve research approaches for eliciXng and documenXng the bases for analysing the 
benefits and risks, organizaXonal condiXons and consequences, and incenXves related to the 
adopXon of new security technologies. (Part 2)  

 

1.2  Report coverage and structure  

This report presents findings from Part 2 of the project and documents a creative methodological 

story stem survey tool to explore the perceptions, cognitions and behaviour of people working as IT 

experts and non experts in large organisations. Over 450 stories were completed via the online 

survey platform, Prolific in two waves with a general working population and an expert population 

working in IT related roles in large organisations.   This is followed by the presentation of findings 

from an in-depth Critical Decision Method (CDM), cognitive task analysis interview study which 

primarily focussed upon IT security related experts working in large financial and Higher Education 

organisations.  
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2. Story Comple5on  
2.1 Introduc9on 

Cyber security has become a criXcal risk factor for organisaXons due to a number of high-

profile security breaches which have been publicised in recent years (SecuriXes and Exchange 

Commission, 2018). A security breach is when informaXon is accessed by unauthorised and oaen 

malicious parXes, including phishing, informaXon leaks, and ransomware abacks. OrganisaXons 

miXgate the exposure to these risks by adopXng cyber security technologies. Previous studies have 

examined cyber security using a technical approach (Assante & Tobey, 2011; Jang-Jaccard & Nepal, 

2014; Torres et al., 2019). Nevertheless, less is known regarding how decisions to adopt new cyber 

security technologies are made, the cogniXve processes involved, as well as the perceived risks and 

benefits associated (Herath et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021). Understanding more about the process 

of cyber security adopXon at the organisaXonal group and individual level rather than exclusively 

using a technological approach to analysis we suggest here, could have benefits in various ways. 

Firstly, it could idenXfy common issues or problems that arise in an abempt for future decision-

makers, technology developers, security technology designers etc. to avoid and/or support similar 

issues happening in the future. Furthermore, the clients or organisaXons and ciXzens/society warrant 

more of an understanding how organisaXons protect their informaXon.   

The purpose of this research is to idenXfy how employees with varying knowledge perceive 

the process of adopXng cyber security technology within an organisaXon. This includes the perceived 

risks and benefits, the organisaXon structure/culture in terms of cyber security, and the cogniXve 

process of the decision-makers when discussing the potenXal adopXon of secure technologies. 

Furthermore, this report will discuss the benefits of using the story compleXon methodology to gain 

valuable qualitaXve data. First, we will discuss background research into the cyber security adopXon 

process. Following this, we outline our approach and methodology, as well as a themes based 

analysis that were idenXfied from the 450 plus stories which were analysed. We conclude by 

reflecXng on the accuracy of the story compleXon methodology as well as how this research has 

provided further knowledge on the percepXons of cyber security adopXon and inferring the decision-

making cogniXons within these discussions. Lastly, we discuss areas for future research to develop 

these findings and how the story compleXon method shows promise for being advantages in future 

research.  
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2.1.1 Background 

The DSbD programme has been established in response to a significant market need for 

increased cyber security (Johnson, 2022). This need has arisen because of the increased risk posed 

by digital vulnerabiliXes within a connected digital ecosystem. The effecXve implementaXon and use 

of new cyber security will be dependent not only on the objecXve features of the technology but also 

on organisaXonal actors’ subjecXve interpretaXons of and interacXons with it (Orlikowski, 1993). This 

is known as the duality of technology, where its objecXve features meet with subjecXve 

interpretaXons via ongoing interacXon (Orlikowski, 1993). These interacXons and acXons taken by 

decision-makers and users can have intended and someXmes unintended effects and consequences 

that lead to non-adopXon. Thus, understanding the adopXon process requires understanding the 

role of actors when interpreXng the technology within their organisaXonal condiXons, and how that 

security technology is re-designed and used in pracXce via actors’ interacXons with it. This has been 

a long-standing topic of interest within informaXon systems and informaXon management (Brous et 

al., 2020; Davis, 1989; Orlikowski, 1992). Nevertheless, there is lible research into the cogniXve 

decision-making processes of these actors involved in its iniXal development and adopXon along 

with the users’ interacXons with and percepXons of it. 

Similarly, the majority of data breaches within organisaXons are reported as being due to 

human error (Dykstra, 2016; Kelly, 2017; Metalidou et al., 2014; Soltanmohammadi et al., 2013), thus 

it is also important to understand the percepXons and beliefs of employees and non-IT staff related 

to cyber security decision making. Without the staff, cyber security technology would be ineffecXve, 

and thus we argue, understanding their behaviour and cogniXons are most important to combat data 

breaches. Despite the security policies made by IT experts, non-IT staff oaen report that they do not 

know or understand these policies or the procedures in place to protect their data and the 

organisaXon (Burke, 2020). Hence, although the risk to security is a major risk factor for the whole 

organisaXon, non-IT staff may be less aware of this risk and therefore less compliant. If we are to 

beber understand how non-IT staff believe these decision-makers act, think, and feel, this could lead 

to a wealth of informaXon regarding the culture and experiences of cyber security within large 

organisaXons.    

2.1.2 Story comple6on methodology 

Using the story compleXon method, we collected and analysed in total 454 stories about 

ficXonal situaXons regarding cyber security adopXon within the workplace. This method involves 

parXcipants wriXng short stories in response to prompts (story stems). This methodology was first 
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used as a qualitaXve method in the field of feminist psychology in the early 1970s, and there has 

been increasing interest in the story compleXon method in other social science disciplines in the last 

few years (Moller et al., 2021; Clark, et al 2019 ). Recently, the method has been adopted within 

social psychology, and completed stories are primarily analysed themaXcally (Gerhold et al., 2019; 

Watson & Lupton, 2022). There are limited studies using storytelling to understand security issues, 

Gerhold et al. (2019) used a foresight approach based on sociotechnical imaginaries to invesXgate 

the coevoluXon of security technologies and societal development in Germany. They also used 

storytelling in scenarios to capture potenXal future developments and make them accessible in a 

broader negoXaXon process about the pros and cons of implemenXng new security technologies. 

Furthermore, Watson and Lupton (2022) in Australia used story compleXon methodology to idenXfy 

people’s percepXons and ideas surrounding the protecXon and privacy of their personal digital data. 

Thus, we chose this method because it encourages parXcipants to be creaXve and consider different 

aspects of cyber security adopXon in a safe research context. 

2.1.3 Study aims 

In this study, there were four story stems developed by the research team in consultaXon 

with different stakeholders associated with Discribe along with professional doctoral candidates 

working in a range of large organisaXon. To encourage creaXvity further, parXcipants were given the 

prompt:  

“What is most likely to happen? Please use your imaginaXon to complete the story.”  

It is assumed that the narraXves wriben in response to the story stems draw on the writers’ own 

perspecXves and feelings, without involving direct quesXoning which can encourage more rigid 

responses. 

The aims of this study are threefold, to:  

• understand the perceived benefits and risks of users of security technology.  

• idenXfy the organizaXonal condiXons and consequences of adopXng new security 

technologies.  

• determine the cogniXve decision making processes which are uXlised and shared by 

individuals involved in adopXon discussions, policy or process.  
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2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Par6cipants 

The project involved two separate study publicaXons of our story stem quesXonnaire via the 

Prolific (www.prolific.co) online plaoorm. To recruit the first sample of non-cyber experts, the 

following characterisXcs were set: lived in the UK, fluent in English, 18+ years old, not a student, 

worked in an organisaXon with 1000+ employees and had partaken in at least 10 previous studies 

with an approval rate of 90-100%. We wanted to ensure the parXcipants’ narraXves was coming from 

experience of working in a large organisaXon. The demographic informaXon was taken from a self-

report quesXonnaire when individuals signed-up to Prolific. Firstly, a pilot study was published on 

Prolific with a target of eight parXcipants to determine if the story stems were clear and 

comprehendible by non-IT experts. Following the pilot’s success, the quesXonnaire was published 

again to recruit a further 60 parXcipants. Of these 68 parXcipants, four were removed as their 

responses were shorter than 10 words, or provided no extra informaXon (i.e., reworded the story 

stem). This lea a sample of 64 parXcipants. 

Of our 64 parXcipants, 38 idenXfied as male (59.4%), with the rest idenXfying as female. The 

sample ranged in age from 25-72 years, with a mean age of 41.09 (SD = 9.51). The majority of 

parXcipants were White (87.5%), 4 idenXfied as Asian, 2 as Mixed, 1 as Black, and 1 as other. At the 

end of our quesXonnaire, we asked parXcipants to state their job Xtle. Using the UK Standard 

Industrial ClassificaXon (SIC) Tool (Office for NaXonal StaXsXcs, n.d.), these jobs were classified into 

sectors. Table 1 shows the number of parXcipants who are classified into certain professions, with 

the most common profession being SecXon M: Professional, scienXfic and technical acXviXes.    

In the second publish of our quesXonnaire, we specifically aimed to recruit cyber security experts. To 

find a specific sample, we firstly created a pre-screen quesXonnaire on Prolific (www.prolific.co). The 

requirements set for the 200 people recruited for the pre-screen survey were: characterisXcs were 

set: lived in the UK, fluent in English, 18+ years old, not a student, worked in an organisaXon with 

1000+ employees and had partaken in at least 10 previous studies with an approval rate of 90-100%. 

The quesXons asked and the answers the parXcipants could choose from are shown in Table 2. From 

the 200 responses, 36 worked in IT with a company with 750+ employees and responded that they 

make security adopXon decisions ‘Very oaen’, or ‘Oaen’. Since we wanted a larger sample, we also 

included the 21 parXcipants who had been in sector for 10+ years and responded making adopXon 

decisions ‘Somewhat oaen’. This lea us with 57 parXcipants who were invited to complete the main 

http://www.prolific.co/
http://www.prolific.co/
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survey on Qualtrics, of which 53 of them completed it. One parXcipant was excluded as their 

responses were too long for the Xme they spent on the survey, indicaXng possibly that they used AI-

generated text. It was considered in the best interest of the study to remove their data. 

Table 1 Job sector of par/cipants classified using the UK Standard Industrial Classifica/on 

(SIC) Tool (Office for Na/onal Sta/s/cs, n.d.). 

Profession Number of participants  

Section M: Professional, scientific and technical activities 22 

Section N: Administrative and support service activities 17 

Section Q: Human health and social work activities  7 

Section J: Information and communication 7 

Section K: Financial and insurance activities 4 

Section P: Education 5 

Section S: Other service activities 2 

Section G: Wholesale and retail trade 2 

Section O: Public administration and defence 2 

TOTAL 64 

 

Table 2  The pre-screening ques/onnaire. 

Questions Answers 

How many employees does the company you work for have? § 250-500 
§ 500-750 
§ 750-1000 
§ 1000+ 

Do you work in the IT and/or cyber-information security sector? § Yes 
§ No 

If yes, how long have you been in this sector? § 1-5 years 
§ 6-10 years 
§ 11-15 years  
§ 15+ years 
§ Not Applicable  

In your role, how often do you make security adoption decisions? § Very often  
§ Often  
§ Somewhat often  
§ Not often  
§ Never 
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Of the 52 parXcipants, 43 idenXfied as male (82.7%), with the rest idenXfying as female. The sample 

ranged in age from 22-63 years, with the mean age being 38.62 (SD = 9.28). The majority of 

parXcipants were White (75.5%), 7 idenXfied as Asian, 1 as Mixed, 3 as Black, and 1 as other. 

2.2.2 Materials and Procedure 

Once recruited, parXcipants were redirected to Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com), an online survey 

plaoorm, and were guided to respond to four story stems (below). Both sets of parXcipants 

completed the same story compleXon survey on the online plaoorm. The complete quesXonnaire 

can be found on Appendix A. The story stems were developed to elicit narraXves around the 

adopXon of new cyber technology within a workplace. As stated previously the story stems were: 

piloted with advisors of the DSbD network who were cyber security experts to ensure the scenarios 

were realisXc; they were also piloted with PhD students to check for ease of use, and were redraaed 

unXl they closely aligned with real-life situaXons. Asking parXcipants to write about ‘What is most 

likely to happen?’, prompted parXcipants to discuss the acXons and emoXons from each character in 

the story stem. Being asked to ‘use your imaginaXon’ encouraged parXcipants to be creaXve and 

ensured the task were cogniXvely demanding.  The story stem prompts can be seen below: 

1. It’s 2024.  A new hardware has recently been proven to reduce cyber vulnerability by 70% 

without interrup<ng users’ usual ac<vi<es. A and B – who are senior/strategic managers in 

organisa<on X – are having a mee<ng to discuss whether organisa<on X should become one 

of the first organisa<ons in the world to adopt this new hardware. 

What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagina5on to complete the story. 

 

2. C who works in organisa<on Y received an email from the IT department two weeks ago, 

reques<ng all employees to complete a sofware update within one month, which was 

related to a new hardware adopted across organisa<on Y to increase cyber security. C came 

to work this morning, only to find his/her work computer locked by a ransomware agack. 

What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagina5on to complete the story. 

 

3. Afer a six-months transi<on period, organisa<on Z has implemented the new hardware to 

increase cyber security across all departments. Head of IT department D has just sent out an 

organisa<on-wide email announcing this milestone, before he / she gets an urgent call from 

http://www.qualtrics.com/
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E, the head of another department, repor<ng a severe data leak which requires an 

immediate solu<on. 

What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagina5on to complete the story. 

 

4. It has been 5 years since F, the principle legal advisor of organisa<on W, called for the first 

mee<ng of senior management level regarding the adop<on of the new hardware to increase 

cyber security. These mee<ngs have been more and more frequent over these years, and 

today is the 17th mee<ng where proposals for incen<ves are being discussed. 

What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagina5on to complete the story. 

 

ParXcipants were asked to write a story that was at least four sentences and were asked to spend 

at least 5/10 minutes responding to each story.  InstrucXons noted that,  

“There is no right or wrong way to complete the story, and you can be as crea<ve as you like. The 

stories are based upon fic<onal events. We are interested in the many different stories that 

people can write. Please don't spend too long thinking about what might happen next — just 

write about whatever first comes to mind.”  

Aaer parXcipants completed the stories, they were asked 3 likert quesXons, and one open-ended 

quesXon. The first likert scale quesXon asked: “How comfortable / uncomfortable were you by being 

asked to respond to the stories?” They were then given four answer statements to choose from: 

“very comfortable”, “quite comfortable”, “quite uncomfortable”, and “very uncomfortable”. The 

second likert quesXon asked: “How familiar were the stories to you?” The four answer statements to 

choose from were: “very familiar”, “quite familiar”, “quite unfamiliar”, and “very unfamiliar”. The 

third and final likert quesXon asked the parXcipants: “How do your responses to the stories compare 

to what you would do in prac<ce if similar events arose?” The four answer statements to choose from 

were: “very familiar”, “quite familiar”, “quite unfamiliar”, “very unfamiliar”. The goal of these 

quesXons was to determine whether the individuals taking part were IT experts or non-IT persons, 

and also to determine whether puxng themselves in the shoes of the decision-makers made people 

feel uncomfortable in any way. The last quesXon asked parXcipants to disclose their job role if they 

were comfortable. This was an opXonal quesXon however all parXcipants provided an answer. 

ParXcipants took around 25 minutes to respond and were reimbursed £3.34 (equaXng to £8/hour) 

for their Xme.  
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2.2.3 Data analysis 

Of the 272 stories from the first sample of non-experts, 22 were removed for being less than 

10 words long or containing no new informaXon (i.e., they simply reworded the story stem), leaving 

250 stories for analysis. Stories 1-63 were answers to Story Stem (SS) 1, stories 64-126 answered SS2, 

stories 127-189 answered SS3, and lastly stories 190-250 answered SS4. The length of these stories 

ranged from 10-339 words, with the average being 72.8 words (SD = 53.85).  

 Of the 208 stories received from the second sample of experts, four were removed for the 

same reasons as above. This lea a total number of 204 stories. (Stories 1-52 were answering SS1, 

stories 53-104 for SS2, stories 105-156 for SS3, and stories 157-208 for SS4). The length of stories 

from the expert sample included an anomaly. One of the experts wrote considerably more than the 

others. ParXcipant 49 wrote over 500 words for each of the story stems. Since he or she took over an 

hour to complete the survey, it was determined that he/she could have wriben the responses, and it 

was not automaXcally considered to be the work of an AI word generator. However, with his/her data 

included, the length of the stories ranged from 10-632 words (M = 62.405, SD = 78.57). With his/her 

data excluded, the length of the stories ranged from 10-224 (M = 52.26, SD, 32.71). Thus, his/her 

responses did skew the average and was deemed an anomaly.  

Our analyXc approach was based on previous story compleXon papers (Watson & Lupton 

2022). DeducXve themaXc analysis was completed as we had no pre-determined coding scheme to 

analyse the data. Firstly, the main coder familiarized themselves with the data, and idenXfied 

potenXal codes. These codes were then grouped into larger themes by the iniXal coder. These 

themes were then discussed by a team of three researchers/authors of this report to ensure they 

held true (Nowell, Norris, & White, 2017), and the team came together to name and define these 

themes through a process of iteraXve discussions.  

2.3 Results 

We idenXfied four themes related to cyber security cogniXon and behaviour across the stories:  

• Accountability,  

• EmoXon,  

• Cynicism and NegaXvity, and  

• ReputaXonal Benefits and Risks.  
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2.3.1 Accountability 

2.3.1.1 Non-experts 

In this sense, we defined accountability as “the state of being accountable, liable, or 

answerable” (DicXonary.com, n.d., definiXon of accountability). This mainly came in the form of 

trying to eliminate blame on themselves or assign blame onto an individual/group. Blame is defined 

as “the act of abribuXng fault” (DicXonary.com, n.d., definiXon of blame).  

This theme was found largely in response to SS2 with 17.4% of the narraXves from this 

quesXon being coded for accountability. SS2 involved character C finding out their computer was 

compromised by a security breach following them receiving an email 2-weeks prior to request the 

compleXon a soaware update within 4 weeks. The story did not idenXfy whether C had completed 

the soaware update or not, and many parXcipants derived/perceived C to have not done the update, 

and would therefore be to blame.  

They feel responsible that they did not ac/on the soGware update quicker (story 107) 

They decide that C is to blame (story 114) 

They tell C that it's his/her fault for not comple/ng the soGware update and report him to 

senior management (story 114) 

C will expect to be blamed for the ransomware aRack (story 117) 

On the other hand, a handful of parXcipants assumed the soaware update was completed by C, and 

thus the IT department was to blame.  

C contacted the IT department to demand why an aRack had been allowed to happen despite 

the update (story 76) 

The organisa/on will beat fault for giving employees a month to update (story 77) 

 

ComparaXvely, a few stories focused on C abempXng to shia blame way from himself. 

C was cleared of all blame (story 110) 

C quickly decides that they haven't actually done anything wrong (story 105) 

Similarly, blame and accountability was also coded in stories following SS3, where the head 

of IT, D, had just implemented a new security technology, and moments aaer sending the success 
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email to staff, he gained knowledge of a security breach. Some parXcipants described D abempXng 

to reduce their accountability.  

D is prepared to throw members of their team under the bus to protect their posi/on  and 

this is what follows, with blame being delegated once the cover up inevitably fails to work 

(story 161) 

D is expec/ng for their department to be blamed for this failure (story 180) 

2.3.1.2 Experts 

A similar pabern was found with the narraXves produced by the expert cyber technologists’ 

responses. Blame was a common theme, being coded for 44% of the SS2 narraXves. Similar to the 

non-experts, many of the expert narraXves blamed C.  

C might loose his job if it was discovered he did not update his soGware as instructed (story 

66) 

C is likely to have a disciplinary mee/ng and further training around cyber aRacks (story 74) 

C would be first ques/oned about why the new mandatory update was not applied on the 

machine (story 89) 

However, more commonly seen in these narraXves than those from the non-experts, C was 

not blamed, instead blame was placed on the IT department. Some of the experts wrote that the IT 

department should not have given C the responsibility to do the update himself, and having such a 

large Xme-frame for an update leaves too much vulnerability.  

Updates should be enforced within a week - or even the same day, not leG to the individual 

employees (story 64) 

It’s not really C’s fault as two weeks was within the prescribed /meframe to apply the 

update. It’s most likely that the IT department will be under scru/ny as to why the policy was 

so lax that a cri/cal update was to be applied within 30 days (story 79) 

As it has only been two weeks, there will be no repercussions on C that this has occurred due 

to not comple/ng the soGware upgrade (story 93) 

Lastly, a minority of the experts assumed C did the update and thus blamed the new soaware, 

assuming there were bugs/vulnerabiliXes in the soaware that allowed for this data breach.  
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The IT department will look into how the new adopted hardware and soGware updates have 

been compromised by ransomware (story 62) 

a group of cybercriminals exploited a vulnerability in the soGware update (story 63) 

the email sent contained malware which infected user Cs machine and may have infected 

other machines (story 71) 

Furthermore, blame was coded for 17% of the SS3 narraXves. The most common code was 

that the experts blamed the hardware.  

The new hardware cybe rsecurity system isn't working as expected and has revealed as a 

result, a severe data leak has ensued (story 113) 

The inves/ga/on concluded that the hardware is in fact the cause of the aRack (story 124) 

The hardware they implemented wasn’t tested thoroughly and introduces vulnerabili/es into 

the company IT estate (story 149) 

Contrary to this, a group of experts assumed the data leak was unrelated to the new hardware.  

They iden/fy the source of the breach, which was unrelated to the new hardware 

implementa/on. The leak resulted from an employee mishandling sensi/ve informa/on 

(story 116) 

[They] trace the leak to Russian hackers. Organisa/on Z decides to blame this leak on the war 

and outside influence (story 138) 

2.3.2 Emo6on 

2.3.2.1 Non-experts 

When coding the data, it was clear that many stories created great amounts of emoXon expressed 

either through exclamaXons, profanity, or adjecXves. A total of 47 stories (19%) contained a quote 

which was coded under the theme ‘emoXon’. Zero were from SS11, twenty-six (41.3%) from SS2, 

nine (14.3%) from SS3, and twelve (19.6%) from SS4. The main emoXon that came across was fear or 

panic from individuals. This was parXcularly true in SS2 and SS3 where data breaches had occurred.  

C panics at the spur of the moment (story 94) 

C would be alarmed (story 98) 

"Shit!" yelled Charles as he looked at his desktop PC (story 125) 
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D is petrified at that point in /me (story 157) 

There was also various menXons of stress or anxiety.  

[The] data leak was a difficult and stressful experience (story 147) 

The experience has leG C shaken and uncertain about the security of their work files (story 

84) 

D is anxious that their boss will be very unhappy about this leak (story 165) 

Various parXcipants idenXfied a feeling of frustraXon for the characters in the story. This was 

very apparent in SS4, where F was partaking in the 17th meeXng over 5 years discussing adopXng 

cyber security technology.  

F is at this point feeling incredibly frustrated that the new hardware has not yet been 

implemented (story 215) 

F is almost ready to give up (story 235) 

There is considerable disquiet among themselves and staff at (story 236) 

F has become more and more frustrated with each mee/ng (story 242) 

F sighed aGer finishing the presenta/on, thinking to themselves that presen/ng on this 

subject was like running face first into a brick wall (story 247) 

[F] was gegng impa/ent, bored, and concerned. Seventeen mee/ngs! (story 248) 

There was a small minority of expressions of posiXve emoXon such as pride following the 

17th meeXng as described in SS4. Some of the parXcipants wrote a posiXve ending to the story, 

rather than a frustraXng and negaXve one as the majority seemed to conjure.  

 As F leaves the mee/ng, they feel a sense of pride (story 208)  

F closed the presenta/on and sat. Sa/sfied in himself that he may have finally got through 

(story 241)  

F is pleased with the outcome of the mee/ng (story 208) 

2.3.2.2 Experts 

 This theme was idenXfied within the experts’ narraXves, however this was to a lesser extent 

than the non-experts. A total of 21 stories (10%) were coded for ‘emoXon’. Four (7.7%) were from 

SS1, six (11.5%) from SS2, six (11.5%) from SS3, and four (7.7%) from SS4. 
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 Similar to the narraXves from the non-experts, there was a clear sub-theme of fear, panic, 

and anxiety within these stories, the majority being from SS2. 

A and B are too scared to be one of the first companies to adopt the hardware (story 44) 

Panicked, C immediately contacts the IT department to report the ransomware aRack (story 

81) 

C is worried they will lose their job (story 100) 

D's heart sank as they received the urgent call from E (story 107) 

Again, there was also a trend of frustraXon throughout the stories. The idea that there is nothing the 

character can do, and/or that the culture of cyber security will never change.  

The Head of Department D swears internally and threatens harm against E (story 135) 

F leaves frustrated and begins planning mee/ng 18 (story 161) 

There will be a lot of frustrated senior managers having had the same conversa/ons over the 

last few years about the same hardware (story 183) 

 However, an interesXng difference between the experts and non-experts, was that the 

narraXves from the experts contained more posiXvity and therefore, more posiXve emoXons.  

They are excited about the compe//ve advantage it could bring (story 10) 

A and B felt proud of their bold decision (story 28) 

They felt hopeful about the technology's poten/al impact (story 38) 

A and B might be excited about the new hardware's poten/al (story 49) 

F felt a mix of sa/sfac/on and determina/on, knowing that their efforts were finally making 

a las/ng impact on the organiza/on's security culture (story 160) 

2.3.3 Cynicism/ nega6vity 

2.3.3.1 Non-experts 

Whilst coding data, it was clear many parXcipants added lots of creaXvity into their stories. 

This also resulted in some cynical responses. The adjecXve cynical defines someone as being 

distrusoul and/or pessimisXc and showing contempt for honest and morally-correct acXons 

(dicXonary.com). Twenty-six stories (10.4%) were coded for this theme, with the majority (57.7%) 
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coming from SS4, where character F, the legal advisor, calls the 17th meeXng regarding the adopXon 

of new hardware to increase cyber security. 

Many parXcipants included various statements indicaXng that they viewed the senior 

management team and decision-makers as invincible and/or conceited.  

The new hardware decision was ra/fied, installed without issue, nobody told them no, 

nobody dared. Yes, yes, yes, promo/on - yes, yes, yes, promo/on and the sequenced 

repeated for genera/ons (story 50) 

The elite IT cavalry upstairs could fix it, but he couldn’t involve them (story 112) 

D wants a promo/on and cares mostly about the right people being sold the story of progress 

and success. D is prepared to throw members of their team under the boss to protect their 

posi/on (story 161) 

The same people will make sugges/ons and speak proudly of themselves for any success 

(story 201) 

This therefore highlights that employees oaen have the views that the decision-makers 

involved in cyber security adopXon are untouchable, and oaen put on a high pedestal. It is also clear 

that some parXcipants do not believe they are deserving of this descripXon and view them as 

incompetent and unprofessional.  

The two men normally disagreed, blinded by their compe//on (story 50) 

B, on the other hand, is completely sick and /red of dealing with supposedly professional 

employees (story 53) 

C procras/nated and spent most of the month watching Llama videos on the internet and 

making memes about cheese (story 104) 

He poured whiskey into his coffee, grew some courage and confessed his incompetence to his 

superiors (story 112) 

He had rushed the upgrade, cut corners, assumed they wouldn’t be targeted and leG work 

early to go drinking (story 112) 

F leaves wondering how on earth he is s/ll able to command a six figure salary despite 

having the same level of achievements of a snail trying to climb mount Everest walking 

backwards (story 213) 
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The CEO and CFO nodded, absentmindedly. They were quite sick of this. They knew their 

employees could be trusted. "Maybe next year." they said in unison (story 238) 

This speaks to the percepXon of a negaXve organisaXonal cyber security culture, which is defined as 

axtudes and behaviour of employees surrounding the cyber security process implemented in the 

workplace (Maroba & Pearlson, 2019; MarXns & Eloff, 2002). The narraXves added to this further by 

describing the cyber security technology adopXon process as frustraXng.  

As frustra/ng as it is... it will probably happen again even with the new hardware in place 

(story 160) 

Why does it always have to happen like this, thought D. Just as we take one step forward, it's 

two steps back again (story 160) 

As in the previous 16 mee/ngs, there is a lot of empty talk and no actual change, the 

intractable impasse con/nues (story 22) 

Most managers consider these mee/ngs an uRer waste of /me as nothing is ever being 

decided. People no longer come to the mee/ngs prepared or with energy to present new 

ideas (story 240) 

2.3.3.2 Experts 

Contrary to the narraXves produced by the non-experts, there was a lot less cynicism and 

negaXvity in the expert narraXves. However, there was sXll some signs of cynicism, mainly from SS4. 

Of the 15 codes of cynicism in the expert sample of stories, 46.7% were from SS4.  

Organisa/on W would probably look for cheaper solu/ons to what is being proposed and 

would either not implement a solu/on or would half-heartedly adopt a weak alterna/ve 

which would inevitably lead to data loss (story 196) 

F is just back from an all-expenses paid holiday thanks to the company providing the 

hardware. The hardware is not working that well, but F doesn't really care (story 191) 

The senior management are likely to pat themselves on the back and reward the success of 

the project, even though major data breaches occurred (story 180) 

Unsurprisingly, the experts did show much more posiXvity and opXmism in their stories 

regarding the security adopXon. 

With the successful integra/on of the new hardware, cyber incidents within the organiza/on 

fall, boos/ng employee confidence (story 10) 
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The implementa/on was a resounding success (story 28) 

The organiza/on learns from the experience, strengthens its cyber security infrastructure, 

and remains commiRed to safeguarding its data and systems from any future threats (story 

83) 

Though the ransomware aRack was a significant setback, the organiza/on emerges stronger 

and more resilient from the experience (story 103) 

D's ac/ons and collabora/on with the team lead to a successful resolu/on, earning praise 

from the organisa/on's leadership (story 108) 

This includes viewing the IT and security teams in a much more posiXve light, than the non-experts. 

[The IT team] work /relessly to recover and restore affected systems using the organiza/on's 

data backups (story 103) 

They work /relessly to contain the leak, reinforce security measures, and no/fy any affected 

par/es (story 108) 

The experts work together to iden/fy the vulnerabili/es that have caused this issue. They also 

take measures so that the issue is contained and the damage to their systems are reduced 

(story 122) 

2.3.4 Reputa6onal Benefits and Risks  

2.3.4.1 Non-experts 

Whilst discussing cyber security technology adopXon, there is oaen a discussion of the benefits 

referring to the posiXve outcomes of the adopXon for the organisaXon. ParXcipants also highlighted 

these potenXal benefits, and many imagined an improvement of the organisaXons’ reputaXon. The 

majority of narraXves which were coded for this theme were seen in response to SS1 (50%) where A 

and B were discussing whether to become first-adopters for a new cyber security technology.  

[Organisa/on X] is seen as an innova/ve and trendsegng company and pioneers for this new 

wave. They gain a reputa/on as a trustworthy group and gain new customers and increase 

profits each year (story 18) 

Organisa/on X hits the press as a pioneer in adop/ng this technology (story 32) 

The company would be viewed as keen on cyber security, which would lead to more people 

working with them as they would view the company as trustworthy (story 44) 
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It will be good for the organisa/on to be seen as being on the forefront of cyber security 

(story 46) 

However, parXcipants also imagined damage to the reputaXon would follow a potenXal data 

breach. This was shown as 25% of the narraXves from this theme were a result of SS3, which 

describes a data breach. This was viewed as a negaXve consequence or outcome.  

This has led to a breach which could have catastrophic consequences including… their 

reputa/on would drop (story 81) 

The ransomware aRack… is reported in the media making the company look bad (story 91) 

It is likely that this data leak will damage the company’s reputa/on and cause a downturn in 

business (story 128) 

Z was liquidated shortly aaer and aaer the incident was pinned on her, D had to change her 

name in order to find gainful employment again (story 178) 

2.3.4.2 Experts 

Findings in this theme were very similar to that from the non-experts, however once again as 

seen in the previous themes, the experts were much more posiXve. 

They are excited about the compe//ve advantage it could bring… Organiza/on X's bold 

decision pays off, segng a new standard for cyber security (story 10) 

The news of organiza/on X's pioneering approach gained them global recogni/on, leading to 

a surge in interest from poten/al clients and partners (story 28) 

Gaining a compe//ve advantage and bolstering its reputa/on for robust cyber security 

measures (story 50) 

F's unwavering dedica/on pays off, securing organiza/on W's data and reputa/on in the long 

run (story 187) 

Organiza/on W becomes a benchmark for other companies in their industry, admired for 

their forward-thinking approach to cyber security (story 209) 

Nevertheless, there was sXll some discussion about the negaXve affect of a data leak such as that 

from SS3 could have on the organisaXons’ reputaXon.  

Assessing the impact from the data leak to analyse what poten/al damage has been caused 

to the company's business and reputa/on (story 143) 
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Isolate affected server, inves/gate data leak, inform ICO, try to limit reputa/on damage 

(story 148) 

2.4 Discussion  
The story compleXon method is emerging as a creaXve method to produce narraXves rich 

with emoXon and cogniXons and is more recently being used in different contexts from its original 

publicaXons in mental health (Vaughan et al., 2022; Lloyd et al., 2022) feminist psychology (Kitzinger 

& Powell., 1995) and digital privacy dilemmas (Watson & Lupton, 2022). It also appears to provide 

parXcipants with a protected/safe research environment which provides them the opportunity to 

voice oaen undiscussed ethically sensiXve areas related to cyber security. This study invesXgated the 

percepXons of both non-IT experts and IT experts on cyber security technology adopXon within large 

organisaXons. Using the story compleXon method was highly successful in allowing parXcipants to 

use their imaginaXon and creaXvity to produce their narraXves which yielded high-quality qualitaXve 

data. Thus, a strength of this method is that it’s a creaXve tool to engage parXcipants in a 

hypotheXcal scenarios to reveal cogniXve processes of social experience and perspecXves. Therefore, 

this report supports the use of this methodology within wider contexts to gain different insights into 

hard to access areas of organisaXonal behaviour.  

The report focused on four themes: accountability, emoXon, cynicism/negaXvity, and 

reputaXon as a benefit and consequence. These themes correspond directly to Part 1 of this research 

project in which a rapid evidence review of the data on adopXon of cyber security was conducted 

(Sanger et al., 2023). These themes will now be discussed in relaXon to the extant literature.  

2.4.1 Accountability 

This current study found a common theme within the narraXves of allocaXng blame and 

accountability on characters in the story. OrganisaXonal blame has become of increasing interest 

within organisaXonal psychology literature (Skarlicki et al 2017; Bhargava 2018; Lupton & Warren, 

2018). A recent qualitaXve paper analysing 27 interviews with employees agreed with this insXnctual 

reacXon to “blame first and then think” (Lupton & Sharwar, 2021, p.15) with some parXcipants 

believing someone needed to be blamed in order to “show that it mabers” (Lupton & Sharwar, 2021, 

p.21). In addiXon, QualitaXve research into cyber security also showcases individuals’ focus on 

accountability, whether that be regarding personal data security (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2019; Haney et 

al., 2021) or the security of an organisaXon (Renaud et al., 2021). Thus, with something as serious as 

a data breach, it’s logical that the narraXves from this study would indicate who they believed was at 

fault. 
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ParXcipants also found themselves abempXng to put blame away from the actor within the 

story. This may be due to the parXcipants idenXfying with the actors, and showed a natural insXnct 

to shia blame from the self. Lupton and Sharwar’s (2021) interviews idenXfied that abribuXng blame 

onto others has a purpose to remove the responsibility from ourselves. Nevertheless, research 

indicates that human error results in a large proporXon of data breaches (Dykstra, 2016; Kelly, 2017; 

Metalidou et al., 2014; Soltanmohammadi et al., 2013). Thus, organisaXons have placed 

responsibility put on the individual to protect themselves and their organisaXon of data breaches. 

This was even more essenXal due to the Covid-19 pandemic where the majority of employees were 

working from home. There does appear to be a push to deliver mandatory cyber-safety training to 

employees (Aldawood & Skinner, 2019), however, a report from Mimecast (2016) of 436 IT experts 

across the globe found that a quarter of companies did not implement cyber awareness training, and 

a quarter do so only once when employed. This is supported by a more recent paper by Burke 

(2020), findings that typically cyber-safety training is not rouXnely repeated aaer joining a company. 

Thus, a lot more is needed to be done to reduce human error within organisaXons. OrganisaXons 

that acXvely promote compliance with their security policies see an overall increase in security (Tang 

& Zhang, 2016) and posiXve axtudes towards security policy (Parsons et al., 2014). Reports 

indicaXng the high rate of human error causing data breaches highlights how easy is it for an 

organisaXon to put the blame on one employee. Thus, it is logical as to why an individual would want 

to shia the blame off of themselves. Evidently, one could argue this sXll falls on the organisaXon’s 

responsibility to ensure all employees receive the necessary training rouXnely. Nevertheless, this 

axtude could be what results in a negaXve organisaXonal security culture, and in turn, cynical and 

negaXve axtudes of employees.  

Despite the evidence that human error is to blame for a large majority of data breaches 

within organisaXons, employees fail to understand their role in cyber security. A review into cyber 

security landscape found that employees place too much trust in the IT security systems and thus 

feel less responsible for cyber security within their workplace (Benson et al., 2018). Again, this goes 

to show that employees do not feel that they are responsible and thus take cyber-safety less 

seriously than they arguably should. The narraXves supported this by indicaXng that cyber-safety 

should only fall on the IT experts, not the employees. Thus, organisaXons need to do more to ensure 

they are highlighXng the seriousness of cyber-safety. They should ensure this informaXon is spread in 

a respecoul and easy-to-understand manner to avoid any resentment or negaXve views of the IT 

experts. This could lead to a negaXve work culture and organsiaXonal cynicism.   
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2.4.2 Emo6on 

EmoXon makes up a fundamental part of our daily lives, including at work. People oaen 

suffer from work stress, the psychological and emoXonal response when a work environment does 

not match the worker’s needs and capabiliXes (NaXonal InsXtute of OccupaXonal Safety and Health, 

1999). Thus it not surprising that the narraXves produced in this paper clearly contained rich emoXve 

expressions such as stress, fear, and panic. A case study of a global manufacturing company which 

experienced a cyber-aback produced interesXng findings on the emoXons resulXng from a data 

breach (Stacey et al., 2021) which support the narraXves found in this paper. Interviews with eight 

employees of different job roles found that the IT security team “oscillated between posiXve 

problem-focused coping and negaXve emoXon-focused coping” (Stacey et al., 2021, p. 7). The non-IT 

staff reported feeling frustrated and annoyed by the security policy and stated that they did not 

understand the seriousness of not adhering to these policies. This in turn frustrated the IT staff, thus 

showing the negaXve cycle within the culture of organisaXonal security. During the cyber-aback, the 

assistant IT security manager had to take the lead due to the manager’s absence, this led to extreme 

feelings of stress, anxiety, and feeling overwhelmed. Nevertheless, senior management remained 

posiXve, and this led to the assistant IT manager’s increase in self-efficacy and therefore result in 

more posiXve emoXons. Thus, this indicates that the feelings of stress and panic that were reported 

in the narraXves show a real-life and accurate response that IT individuals face during a data breach 

such as the case study described above. This does tell us that non-IT experts are aware of the stress 

and pressure that decision-makers are facing during these data breaches or when adopXng cyber 

security. Nevertheless, the case study also shows that good communicaXon and support, as well as 

remaining posiXve, can support the team and result in beber affecXve outcomes. This could lead to 

the implementaXon of targeted wellbeing intervenXons for IT-experts.  

Another emoXon which was largely reported within the narraXves was frustraXon. This has 

been found in other studies such as Gross et al. (2017) who found anger to be the dominant emoXon 

following viewing a false news report of a severe cyber security incident. Thus, again, the reacXon of 

anger and/or frustraXon is supported by previous research.  

 Both the experts and non-experts narraXves were coded for emoXon, however the experts 

showed less emoXon within their narraXves than the non-experts. Evidence has shown that 

individuals rely on their emoXons when making decisions (Laborde et al., 2013; Panno et al., 2015; 

Slovic et al. 2002; Sunstein 2003). However, novelty can produce stronger emoXons than familiar 

situaXons (Weierich et al., 2010), which may be why the experts showed less emoXon in their 

narraXves. The IT-experts are familiar with these scenarios having answered that they make security 
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adopXon decisions at least ‘Somewhat oaen’. Thus, they showed less emoXon due to their familiarity 

with the scenarios. AlternaXvely, a key characterisXc of naturalisXc decision-making (NDM) is that 

experts rely on previous experience and raXonality and insXnct when making high-pressure decisions 

(Klein et al. 1991) such as following a potenXal data breach. Thus, the experts in this study may have 

used their raXonality and insXncts when wriXng their narraXves compared to the non-experts who 

used the context and their emoXons to guide their perceived response. Thus, this finding supports 

naturalisXc decision-making theories, and supports our aim to determine the specific cogniXve 

processes that are involved in expert decision-making in adopXng cyber security.  

2.4.3 Cynicism/ nega6vity 

InvesXgaXng the organisaXonal culture has long been an area of interest within 

organisaXonal psychology. A posiXve organisaXonal culture increases employee commitment and 

loyalty to the company (MarXn et al., 2006). More specifically, a posiXve security culture has shown 

to promote employees to engage in and enforce cyber security pracXces (Parsons et al., 2015; 

Parsons et al., 2010; Renaud and Goucher, 2012). Nevertheless, there appears to be lible research 

into whether workplaces have a negaXve or posiXve organisaXonal security culture. This research 

found that many individuals hold negaXve and cynical ideologies regarding cyber security. As 

aforemenXoned above, this may be due to a lack of cyber security awareness and a nonchalant 

axtude towards cyber security (Ertan et al., 2019). Nevertheless, there is contradictory evidence into 

the relaXonship between awareness and culture as Chen et al., (2015) found that awareness 

contributed lible to organisaXonal security culture. This indicates that future research is necessary to 

establish this relaXonship further. SXll, the evidence indicaXng that organisaXons need to increase 

cyber security awareness to encourage employees to acXvely uphold cyber security policies could 

have posiXve effects. Training and awareness are the next steps for many organisaXons to increase 

the overall axtudes and culture of security within their company.  

OrganisaXonal cynicism has long been researched (Kanter and Mirvis, 1989; Reichers et al., 

1997), however there is evidence that this has increased within the contemporary workplace (Arslan 

& Roudaki, 2019). OrganisaXonal cynicism refers to the negaXve axtudes of employees towards the 

organisaXon (Dean et al., 1998). Some scholars extend this definiXon and add that employees hold 

this opinion due to their belief that their employers lack honesty and are trying to ‘fool’ their 

employees (Nair & Kamalanabhan, 2010). The narraXves produced from this study support the idea 

that employees oaen have a negaXve and cynical view of their senior management team, and the 

decision-makers involved in cyber security adopXon. For example, story 161 in response to Story 

Stem 3 involves the disussion that the character D, the head of IT, would “throw members of their 
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team under the bus to protect their posi/on”. This clearly shows organsiaXonal cynicism and a clear 

distrust for the senior management team, the belief that they are dishonest with their employees 

and just out to make themselves look beber. OrganisaXonal cynicism is linked to employee behaviour 

such as punctuality, work ethic and performance, job saXsfacXon, and intenXon to stay employed at 

the organisaXon (Dean et al., 1998; Sagie et al., 2002). This highlights the importance of senior 

management teams trying to reduce the organsiaXonal cynicism surrounding cyber security, and 

encourage openness and clarity with their employees. 

Reeves et al. (2021) model claims that employees may become cynical about cyber security 

due to faXgue. This can manifest from receiving confusing and complex advice regarding cyber 

security (advice-related source of faXgue) or the acXons they must take to counter cyber security are 

equally complex and confusing (an acXon-related source of faXgue). This suggests again the idea that 

the organsiaXon themselves need to make cyber security policies easy to understand and implement 

by employees to encourage posiXve organsiaXonal security culture and reduce organsiaXonal 

cynicism.  

2.4.4 Reputa6onal Benefits and Risks 

ReputaXon, being an intangible asset for companies, is seen to provide a compeXXve 

advantage (Gatzert, 2015; Gatzert & Schmit, 2016; Rindova & Fombrun, 1999) and make the 

company more abracXve to stakeholders (Fombrun, 2012). Thus, it is understandable why many of 

the narraXves in this paper focused on reputaXonal benefits and risks when discussing adopXng 

cyber security technologies or the result of data breaches. Self-report quesXonnaires and interviews 

with IT specialists support these findings that perceiving improved reputaXon as an expected benefit 

of adopXng cyber security technologies is found for IT experts as well (Berlilana et al., 2021; Donalds 

& Barclay, 2022; Gangwar & Date, 2015; Herath et al., 2020). Furthermore, there is evidence that 

improved reputaXon was an actual benefit of adopXng cyber security technologies, although this 

was at a lesser extent that expected (Berlilana et al., 2021; Donalds & Barclay, 2022). Thus, it is 

logical to factor reputaXonal benefits and risks when considering cyber security technology adopXon. 

Similarly, researchers have reported a loss of reputaXon as a perceived consequence of adopXng 

cyber security technologies. Historically, AlAbdulkarim & Lukszo (2010) found that companies rated a 

damages to reputaXon as their number one concern when adopXng cyber security technologies. This 

was a theme menXoned throughout the narraXves following a data breach, however the given the 

reflecXons are also to an extent retrospecXve, further invesXgaXon of whether or not concerns 

about reputaXonal damage prevail more than a decade later may be required.  This  also could have 

applicaXons to the workplace with regards to using reputaXon as an incenXve. For example, more 
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recently, parXcipants in the workplace report this factor to be significant as an incenXve (both 

posiXve and negaXve) to facilitate cyber security technology adopXon (Donalds & Barclay, 2022; 

Sivan-Sevilla, 2021).   

2.4.5 Limita6ons and future work 

On the one hand, using Prolific to recruit parXcipants has some limitaXons; parXcipants may 

only have been moXvated to complete the story stems for financial gain.  On the other hand, we 

were able to gain some insights into non-IT employees’ opinions and axtudes towards cyber security 

adopXon.  Whilst we suggest that individuals who would be moXvated and interested in our story 

stems would most likely be IT experts, it was sXll highly worthwhile to gain rich qualitaXve insights 

into the axtudes of individuals with lible-to-no interest in cyber security.  

In regard to future areas of research, this paper supports the use of the story compleXon 

method to determine percepXons and axtudes of the cyber security adopXon process within the 

workplace. Thus, it would be interesXng to analyse the narraXves of IT experts and the security 

adopXon decision-makers themselves in greater detail. The responses from both the non-IT 

individuals and the IT experts could then be compared to idenXfy differences in decision-making 

cogniXons between the two. Such work could be underpinned by theoreXcal consideraXons of 

naturalisXc decision-making, which idenXfies how experts make decisions oaen under uncertainty.  

2.5 Conclusion  
Overall, the research completed here offers researchers a useful story stem methodology 

which provides cogniXve insights into the challenges of cyber security adopXon decision making in 

large organisaXons.   We have much to learn from how experts and non-experts respond to 

challenging scenarios which may provide useful contextualisaXon to further explore decision making 

under uncertainty.  We contend that a more detailed examinaXon of risk, emoXons, accountability,  

cynicism/negaXvity and a posiXve psychological approach to the design of cyber security 

intervenXons, policy and pracXce may effecXvely support behavioural and cogniXve change. 
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3. Security adoption within Higher 
Education 
This secXon provides a focus upon security adopXon within educaXon, specifically the Higher 

EducaXon Environment as a background to a CogniXve Task Analysis (CTA), CriXcal Decision Making 

(CDM) study.  

3.1 Background 
Information security is a vital topic for the education sector as a whole as it “consistently falls 

within the top five sectors for the number of reported information security (IS) incidents.” (ICO 

2018). Bongiovanni noted in 2019, in a well-conducted systematic literature review, that attacks in 

the sector were increasing. In the year preceding April 2023, GOV.UK (2023) found that UK 

educational institutions from primary schools to higher education were more likely than businesses 

to have identified cyber security breaches / attacks. This report also showed that higher education 

establishments (HEEs) were more vulnerable to attack than schools, more likely to experience a 

wider range of attacks and to be more severely affected. It found that 85% of the 52 HEEs surveyed 

(N = 44) had experienced attacks of the following types: 

• Phishing (100%) (Ahmed & Al-Haddad, 2021, describe different types of this) 

• Impersonation (86%) 

• Virus, spyware, malware (64%) 

• Unauthorised access by staff (43%) 

• Any other breaches or attacks (43%) 

• Denial of service attacks (30%) 

• Unauthorised access by students (20%) 

• Takeover of user accounts (16%) 

• Unauthorised access by outsiders (16%) 

• Ransomware (9%) 

• Unauthorised listening to video conferences or IMs (7%) 

• Hacking of bank accounts (7%) 

Sixty percent stated that, as a consequence, they had experienced a serious outcome such as 

loss of money or data, or having their accounts used for illicit purposes. Fraud was a more likely 

outcome for HEEs than either schools or businesses. Other less severe harm was caused to many: 
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“Three-quarters (75%) of higher education institutions say they were negatively impacted 

regardless of whether there was a material outcome or not. Most commonly, they report 

needing additional staff time to deal with the breach or attack, or to inform customers or 

stakeholders (70%) and new measures being needed to prevent or protect against future 

breaches or attacks (48%).” (GOV.UK, 2023) 

These figures are similar to the preceding year (apart from a decline in unauthorised listening, which 

is posited as due to the return to in-person meetings/conferences). The frequency of attacks was 

also alarming, as fifty percent stated they experienced these weekly. GOV.UK (2023) also noted that 

HEEs were more likely to have to consider external and/or overseas threats due to their research 

partnerships.  

Bongiovanni summarises why HEEs are an area at risk of cyber-attack: 

“Universities sit at one of the most crowded intersections of the digital economy: these 

open-by-design (Borgman, 2018; Chapman, 2019), decentralised, multi-stakeholder, 

transient platforms are traditionally associated with technology, research and innovation. 

Students, academics, staff and visitors regularly access universities’ IT infrastructures to 

consume and produce data, in a multi-modal fashion: from personal mobile phones and 

smart-watches (bring-your-own-device…), through corporate laptops and tablets, to 

laboratory sensors and swipe access card systems, the data exchange among universities as 

organisations and their different categories of end-users is continuous... From an attacker’s 

viewpoint, times when universities seemed not to own any attractive asset are long gone: 

from computational power (used, for example, to launch distributed-denial-of-service 

attacks or, more recently, to “mine” cryptocurrencies) through personal data (for example, 

students’ social security numbers in the US), to intellectual property and some research 

data, universities are rapidly climbing hackers’ interest lists (Roman, 2014)” (2019, p351) 

In 2021-22 the higher education sector consisted of approximately 285 organisations (those who 

returned data to the Higher Education Statistics Agency). The sector benefitted from 2.2m UK 

students and 233,930 members of staff, 43% of which were academic staff (Higher education in 

numbers (universitiesuk.ac.uk) See also Higher Education Staff Statistics: UK, 2021/22 | HESA). 

 

 

https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/latest/insights-and-analysis/higher-education-numbers#:~:text=In%202021%E2%80%9322%2C%20there%20were%20285%20higher%20education%20providers,data%20to%20the%20Higher%20Education%20Statistics%20Agency%20%28HESA%29.
https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/latest/insights-and-analysis/higher-education-numbers#:~:text=In%202021%E2%80%9322%2C%20there%20were%20285%20higher%20education%20providers,data%20to%20the%20Higher%20Education%20Statistics%20Agency%20%28HESA%29.
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/news/17-01-2023/sb264-higher-education-staff-statistics
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3.2 Existing literature 

There is a strong literature on educational technologies and their adoption generally. For 

example, Granic (2022) reviewed technology adoption theories used to explain factors affecting 

successful adoptions. Her systematic literature review identified 47 studies from between 2003-21. 

Granic observed that most studies used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and focused on e-

learning, m-learning, Learning Management Systems (such as Blackboard or Moodle), and social 

media use. Most studies were of the higher education sector and a majority concentrated on 

students (however, this contrasts with Ifenthaler’s 2020 study where it was stated that most models 

of adoption looked at school settings). Granic grouped factors affecting adoption into three 

categories (user, social and task & technology aspects) finding the following to be: 

“self-efficacy, subjective norm, (perceived) enjoyment, facilitating conditions, (computer) 

anxiety, system accessibility, and (technological) complexity were the most frequent 

predictive factors (i.e. antecedents) affecting educational technology adoption” (Granic, 

2021, p9725) 

It is plausible that such factors may also affect technology adoption in HE in terms of cyber security. 

However, the latter area in relation to HEEs is less well researched with most articles published 

since 2014 (Bongiovanni, 2019). Bongiovanni’s systematic literature review identified 40 relevant 

papers covering: 

• risk management frameworks / standards used for information security management  

• information security policies 

• socio-technical, holistic studies (e.g., “IT security as the product of organisational 
negotiations; human factors” p353) 

• technical solutions e.g., security threats, security controls 

• cyber-behaviours e.g., understanding student cyber behaviour 

• culture and awareness in the organisation 

• governance  

The largest body of papers concerned university-wide studies e.g., on the effectiveness of specific 

system adoptions, followed by papers on students and cyber security.  The review concluded “major 

gaps exist in literature on information security management in HE” p355. 
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3.3 Attitudes to cyber security 

GOV.UK (2023) found that staff in HEEs had varying attitudes towards information security. For 

example, all interviewees appreciated it when they found high level engagement at senior 

management (board) level: 

“They felt it gave cyber security a voice at a senior level, showed wider staff that cyber 

security was a priority, and helped to embed cyber security within broader risk management 

processes” (GOV.UK, 2023) 

However, some stated that their boards lacked interest or adequate time for cyber security and 

needed to be prompted into action by government requirements. This highlights the importance of 

regulation, and suggests a sometimes-superficial engagement: 

“There were also several concerns raised in interviews about the superficiality of current 

board engagement in cyber security, where the policies and structures in place did not 

necessarily match actions. In some cases, interviewees felt their boards considered cyber 

risks to be below other major institutional risks… One higher education institution 

interviewee noted that their board had a manual for how to deal with major physical 

incidents like fires, floods, bomb threats and pandemics, but this did not cover cyber 

incidents. Another interviewee from a higher education institution described how the advice 

of their long-established cyber incident response team tended not to be acted on by the 

board.” (GOV.UK, 2023) 

(See also Pupion, 2010’s discussion of HE reliance on crisis management to effect adoption) 

Shropshire et al., 2010, looked at the impact of negative and positive framing of messages on 

intention to adopt security technology among US university students. They found that negative 

framing was significantly more effective in leading to the uptake of detection technologies (here 

specifically an email filter) than preventative technologies (a biometric keyboard). Perceived ease of 

use and perceived usefulness were important influences on adoption, which Granic (2022) later also 

confirmed. 
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3.4 Cyber security activity in HEEs 

Less than half of the HEEs had a specific cyber security strategy in place, which compared 

negatively with the business sector. However, generally the evidence was very positive. HEEs were 

more likely than businesses to have technical controls in place conforming to the requirements of 

the government-endorsed ‘Cyber Essentials’ scheme, e.g., firewalls, secure configurations, user 

access controls, malware protection and software patch management. They were more likely to seek 

out advice when needed and GOV.UK (2023) noted that the culture of HEEs facilitated security: 

“higher education institutions in particular highlighted a culture of sharing information and 

learning with each other, with networks like the JISC cyber security community 

group facilitating this sort of support and guidance. This sort of culture was less present in 

private sector businesses” 

They were also more likely to take action to identify cyber security risks than business, 

including through “vulnerability audits and penetration testing, and…investing in threat 

intelligence”, although the latter was down from the previous year (GOV.UK, 2023). The sector had a 

good record on password management, monitoring user activity and using VPNs. There was more 

common usage of two-factor authentication than in schools. HEEs were also likely to have measures 

in place to address incidents, e.g., guidance on roles and responsibilities (92% of 44), guidance on 

external reporting (71%), and written guidance on who to notify of an incident (79%). 

An area identified for more action in this sector was that of cyber security in relation to the 

full supply chain. Half of the HEEs surveyed had not taken action in this area other than reviewing 

immediate suppliers. Additional problems were caused by allowing access via devices not owned by 

the HEE, and there appeared to be a deterioration occurring in the following areas: 

“higher education institutions are now less likely than in 2022 to have separate Wi-Fi 

networks for staff and visitors (77%, vs. 92% in 2022) and to use ways other than the cloud 

to back up their data (73%, vs. 89% in 2022).” (GOV.UK 2023) 

They were the least likely type of educational body to inform directors or the board of trustees 

of incidents or to inform a regulator. In terms of the National Cyber Security Centre’s ‘10 steps to 

Cyber Security’ guidance, HEEs were strong in most areas, only weaker as regards asset management 

(having a list of critical assets), vulnerability management (applying software updates within 14 

days), and as noted, supply chain security (monitoring risks from this). 

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/get-involved/cyber-security-community-group
https://www.jisc.ac.uk/get-involved/cyber-security-community-group
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3.5 Specific security technologies 

A wide range of specific security-related technologies have had some uptake in Western higher 

education. Examples include cloud computing, two-factor authentication, blockchain, antivirus and 

anti-malware software, RFID for laptop security (see e.g., Wyld 2010), and use of smart technologies 

to create a smart campus (see e.g., Zhang et al., 2020, Majeed & Ali 2018).  Three will be touched on 

here: two-factor authentication (2FA), blockchain and cloud computing.   

In 2018 Colnago et al., stated that adoption of 2FA remained generally low, with research 

attention chiefly focused on use in financial institutions.  He looked at the partially mandatory 

adoption of 2FA in a university, specifically focusing on user views, decisions about adoption and 

behaviours as well as usage patterns. Results indicated that: 

“people who adopted 2FA at CMU found it annoying, but fairly easy to use, and believed it 

made their accounts more secure. A user’s [previous] experience [of the system deployed] 

often led to positive perceptions of [it], which sometimes translated into 2FA adoption for 

other accounts. The likelihood that a user would subsequently adopt 2FA for other accounts 

was related to their opinions about 2FA ease-of-use and perceived value. While we found 

some evidence that people who were required to adopt 2FA had more negative perceptions 

than those who adopted voluntarily, the differences were smaller than expected” (p2) 

Their recommendations included working through common use cases in advance of adoption to 

minimise unexpected outcomes, incremental deployment, making adoption mandatory and 

communicating well with users to dispel unfounded fears and negative assumptions. Gonzalez 

Arrieta et al. (2021) offered two methods for the adoption of two-factor authentication (2FA) in a 

university giving the pros and cons of each.  

Alhumayzi et al. (2023) noted that despite having many potential applications in HEEs, 

blockchain uptake is low in the sector, perhaps as a result of insufficient attention to employee 

acceptance. Alshahrani et al. (2022) discussing blockchain’s potential for better academic smart 

certification, noted that there was no existing guidance on this. They also explored attitudes and 

acceptance by potential users.  

Ali et al., (2018) offered a systematic review of cloud computing adoption in HEEs, its benefits 

and challenges and factors affecting adoption. They found 20 papers showing a high level of 

successful adoption together with a high level of interest. A second paper (Ali, 2019) drawing on the 
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same data noted specifically “a lack of cloud adoption studies in the HEI domain from multiple 

perspectives, particularly in relation to the wider socio-technical concerns related to cloud adoption” 

(p89) 

3.6 Technology as disruption and transformation in HEEs 

Finally, it is important to acknowledge that HEEs are undergoing digital transformations in every 

aspect from the automation of campuses to the ways in which education, teaching and research are 

carried out.  

“An emerging “threat” that is garnering increasing levels of concern is that of disruptive 

automation in the higher education sphere, not only in ancillary functions such as learning 

management systems, information processing and provision of student support services, but 

also going to the root of the academic function—the education experience. This 

development will have fundamental implications for higher education” (Wells, 2019, p21) 

The cyber security challenges brought about by this are not yet fully known, but what is clear is that 

the need for attention to cyber security in the higher education sector is greater than ever. 
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4. Cogni5ve Task Analysis: The Cri5cal 
Decision Method  

4.1  Introduc9on  

Digital vulnerabiliXes can pose significant corporate risks, such as interrupXons to business and 

financial losses (Sheehan et al. 2019). Examples of these vulnerabiliXes are phishing abacks and 

ransomware abacks. Security technologies such as hardware can protect a company from data 

breaches by minimising risk and highlighXng vulnerabiliXes. The number of cyber incidents has 

risen…thus indicaXng the need for further invesXgaXon to prevent abacks. The European Council 

announced in April 2021 that a centre of excellence for cyber security will be established to fund 

research and technology development to increase security and criXcal network and informaXon 

systems (European Council, 2021). This further highlights the importance of cyber security as an area 

of research.  

Despite the increasing need for a stronger understanding of cyber risks, the availability of 

such data is limited. A systemaXc review of cyber risks by Cremer et al. (2022) concluded that the 

lack of available data regarding cyber risk and prevenXon can lead to profound problems for 

organisaXons. This may be due to the fact that the cyber security and threat landscape is an evolving 

area, and thus data sources do not remain relevant for long (Biener et al., 2015). Similarly, cyber 

security and parXcularly data breaches within organisaXons are oaen kept secret and not disclosed 

(Eling & Schnell, 2016). Hence, there is limited real-life case studies to research and learn from; if 

these organisaXons were open about their mistakes and vulnerabiliXes, policies and pracXces could 

be developed in other organisaXons faster to avoid more data being lost or private data being 

released (Falco et al., 2019). More specifically, there is limited data on the effecXve adopXon of 

security technologies.  

One way to inform best cyber security pracXce is to invesXgate the adopXon of new security 

technologies. These findings could directly impact organisaXons and be useful to key decision-makers 

and stakeholders. Our rapid evidence review (Part 1 of this Discribe funded research project) which 

systemaXcally invesXgated current findings in this area, found that there is limited research which 

takes a holisXc approach to invesXgate the adopXon of security technologies (Sanger et al., 2023). 

Oaen the research focuses is on one type of hardware or one type of data breach. OrganisaXons 

cannot predict what data breach will come up, and oaen use mulXple hardware and soaware to 

protect their data. Thus, there is a clear gap in knowledge.  
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This study aims to invesXgate the decision-making process of adopXng security technologies 

in large organisaXons. To do this, we draw on the NaturalisXc Decision-Making (NDM) framework to 

collect informaXon from cyber security experts on their own personal experiences with adopXng 

cyber security. This report will discuss background research into the adopXon of cyber security 

technology, provide details of the CriXcal Decision Making (CDM), cogniXve task analysis 

methodology, and then finally discuss our qualitaXve data findings and their implicaXons for real-

world pracXce.  

4.1.1 Cyber security background 

The DSbD programme has been established in response to a significant market need for 

increased cyber security (Johnson, 2022). This need has arisen because of the increased risk posed 

by digital vulnerabiliXes within a connected digital ecosystem. The effecXve implementaXon and use 

of new cyber security will be dependent not only on the objecXve features of the technology but also 

on organisaXonal actors’ subjecXve interpretaXons of and interacXons with it (Orlikowski, 1993). This 

is known as the duality of technology, where its objecXve features meet with subjecXve 

interpretaXons via ongoing interacXon (Orlikowski, 1992). These interacXons and acXons taken by 

decision-makers and users can have intended and someXmes unintended effects and consequences 

that lead to non-adopXon. Thus, understanding the adopXon process requires understanding the 

role of actors when interpreXng the technology within their organisaXonal condiXons, and how that 

security technology is re-designed and used in pracXce via actors’ interacXons with it. This has been 

a long-standing topic of interest within informaXon systems and informaXon management (Brous et 

al., 2020; Davis, 1989; Orlikowski, 1992). Nevertheless, there is lible research into the cogniXve 

decision-making processes of these actors involved in its iniXal development and adopXon along 

with the users’ interacXons with and percepXons of it.   

4.1.2 Naturalis6c Decision Making  

NaturalisXc decision making (NDM) is the study of how decisions are made in complex real-

world sexngs (Klein, 2018). These oaen include scenarios which are dynamic, uncertain, and 

conXnually changing in which urgent and high-pressure decisions are required in real Xme with 

significant consequences (Klein, 2018). CogniXve Task Analysis (CTA) was developed with in the NDM 

community to specifically invesXgate experXse and decision-making (Militello et al., 1997). Rather 

than idenXfying what decision was made, the CTA approach abempts to observe how and why that 

specific decision was made in that specific scenario. Understanding experts’ mental models, ability to 
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idenXfy subtle cues, and strategies used to make decisions can provide valuable applicaXon to 

pracXXoners and their day-to-day work (Gore et al., 2018; 2015; Brown et al, 2023).  

CTA methodology has been used in a variety of professional sexngs, for example healthcare 

(Clark, 2014; Militello et al., 2014), military (Phillips et al., 1998), and first-responders (Babaglia et al., 

2002; Prasanna et al., 2009). Mahoney et al. (2010) conducted a CTA study within cyber security; 

however, this was to aid in the development of beber security training within the workforce. As far 

as we are aware there is currently no other research which uXlises CTA methodology to invesXgate 

the decision-making process of cyber security technology adopXon in organisaXons. Thus, this report 

abempts to begin to bridge this gap. 

4.1.3 Study aims 

In this study, eight experts in cyber security were interviewed using the CriXcal Decision method 

(CDM), cogniXve task analysis interview methodology. They each discussed a scenario in which they 

personally had to make a decision regarding adopXng security technology/policy. The interview 

transcripts were then analysed using themaXc analysis. The aims of this study are, to:  

• understand the perceived benefits and risks of users of security technology.  

• idenXfy the organizaXonal condiXons and consequences of adopXng new security 

technologies.  

• determine the cogniXve decision making processes which are uXlised and shared by 

individuals involved in adopXon discussions, policy or process.  

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Par6cipants 

Once ethical approval was obtained, cyber security experts working in UK organisaXons were 

contacted to parXcipate. These individuals were discovered through the DSbD network as well as by 

researching the informaXon security teams of higher educaXon insXtuXons across the UK and 

contacXng individuals’ whose informaXon could be found online. Snowball sampling then 

commenced from these first few parXcipants. We aimed to recruit 8-10 parXcipants who had recent 

experience of making decisions regarding adopXng security within a large organisaXon. 

We recruited eight parXcipants for the study (25% female). Of these eight, parXcipants 1 and 

2 worked in Cyber security in large financial organisaXons, and the parXcipants 3-8 worked in higher 

educaXon insXtuXons (HEI). Please see Table 1 for each parXcipant’s job Xtle, and the number of 

years of experience making cyber security adopXon decisions.  
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Table 1 

Par/cipants’ job /tles and years of experience making cyber security adop/on decisions. 

Participant Job Title Years of experience making cyber 
security adoption decisions 

Participant 1 Director of Technical Risk Assessment 5 years 

Participant 2 Cyber Risk Manager 5 years 

Participant 3 Technical Director 12 years 

Participant 4 Information Security Manager 20 years 

Participant 5 Head of Information Security 24 years 

Participant 6 Head of Information Security 5 years 

Participant 7 Chief Information Security Officer 15 years  

Participant 8 Director of Information Security 11 years  

 

4.2.2 Materials and procedure 

Eight parXcipants were interviewed using the CriXcal Decision Method (CDM) a cogniXve 

task analysis. See Table 2 a summary of the Interview Protocol, with the complete Interview Protocol 

being found in Appendix B. Developed within the NaturalisXc Decision-Making community, this 

approach uses a narraXve-based, semi-structured interviewing technique to elicit the decision-

making processes that underpin experXse in complex work environments (Militello et al., 1997). 

During the interview, parXcipants retrospecXvely discuss a cogniXvely demanding decision they had 

to make. By going through this scenario in depth, and probing to gather more informaXon, we can 

uncover the cogniXons which aided this decision. Interviews were completed by two or three of the 

research team via MS Teams. CTA and CDM interviews typically involve at least two interviewers to 

ensure sound observaXons and in-depth quesXoning of detailed tasks.   

Using the exisXng recommendaXons for conducXng CDM, the interview had four sweeps (Stanton et 

al, 2013) - see Appendix A for the full interview guide with examples of the probes used. In sweep 

one, the researchers work with the parXcipant to idenXfy an event relevant to our research aims, 

namely cogniXvely demanding decision when adopXng cyber security within their workplace. We 

were interested in challenging cases as they are oaen easiest to recall and feature complex 

cogniXons. The key requirement for a scenario/decision task was that the parXcipant was the 

decision-maker themselves and had a direct effect on the outcome. Once a scenario/decision task 

has been agreed upon by the parXcipant and researchers, the parXcipant is asked to provide a 
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narraXve of the decision from start to finish. The researchers refrained from interrupXng but did 

gently probe if the  

Table 2  

Protocol for Cri/cal Decision Method interview, adapted from Stanton et al (2013) 

Interview Sweep Probe Examples 
Sweep 1: Incident 
Identification 

Think about the security adoption decisions that you have made.  
Tell me about a time that really stands out as a challenging case.  
It may have been challenging because of how the decision was presented to you or 
your team or due to a particular individual or tech challenge 
 

Sweep 2: Timeline 
Verification  

Can you provide a 2-minute overview of the decision? 
How many minutes/hours/days from being asked to adopt the security measure to 
implementing it, did this take? 
Were there any challenging points in the early management of the process? 
Did any decisions alter your train of thought? 
 

Sweep 3: Deepening  Where were you when you learned of need for the security measure? What were 
you doing? Where were your team?  
What was the time of year/time of day?  
What was your role at the time?  
Who told you about security requirement?  
What information did you initially have? What more did you want to know?  
Was the history/info reliable? Was anything confusing/ contradictory?  
Who else was taking care of the security adoption decision? What were their 
impressions?  
Did you seek advice/input from others?  
Describe the operational requirements needed to complete your task. 
 

Sweep 4: ‘What if?’ 
Queries 

Describe your differential. Why were you considering different options?  
Did your prior experience with security influence how you completed the task?  
How did this experience change how you think about security adoption?  
What would you have done differently?  
What if the requirement had been seen by a provider at a different level of the 
organisation/internal/external?  
Did your team challenge your understanding of the security adoption measure?  
What were the learning points that you took away from this experience?  
How comfortable do you feel in managing security adoption decisions?  
 

 

parXcipant driaed off topic. During this Xme, the researcher is abempXng to draw a Xmeline of the 

experience, this leads to sweep two: Xmeline verificaXon. This sweep involves the researcher 

retelling the incident to the parXcipant and the expert is encouraged to establish any errors or add 

extra details. Any ‘criXcal turning points’ are idenXfied and circled within the Xmeline.  
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Once the Xmeline has been verified, sweep three commences. Here, the researchers will 

focus abenXon onto the criXcal points highlighted during Xmeline verificaXon and ask the expert to 

talk through it again whilst using cogniXve probes to gain further details. These cogniXve probes are 

developed with the research quesXons in mind some examples are: “Who else was taking care of the 

security adopXon decision and what were their impressions?”, “Describe the operaXonal 

requirements needed to complete this task.”. Not all probes were used in every interview, the 

researcher has the freedom to decide which probes are appropriate and also to create addiXonal 

ones guided by their curiosity at the Xme of the interview (Crandall, et al., 2006). The fourth and 

final sweep contains ‘what if?’ probes. This is to shia the expert’s focus away from the incident and 

orient them towards hypotheXcal scenarios to develop a more analyXcal perspecXve from the expert 

(Crandall et al., 2006). Each interview took around 1 hour in total and were conducted remotely via 

Microsoa Teams. Verbal consent was granted from the parXcipants to record and transcribe the 

interview.  

4.2.2 Data analysis 

Interviews were recorded and transcribed via Microsoa Teams and analysed using themaXc 

analysis using the six-phase approach (Clarke & Braun, 2015). The interviews were iniXally read by 

the first coder through once whilst listening to the recording to ensure the transcripXon was accurate 

and to become familiar with the data. The first coder then read the transcripts again to draw iniXal 

codes and then group these codes into themes. Five themes were idenXfied, which were defined 

with the research team. These themes are discussed below. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 During the eight interviews, we discussed various security applicaXons, please see Table 3 for 

a list of which security adopXon implementaXons were discussed in each interview. QualitaXve 

analysis drew out a number of interesXng codes and themes including: OrganisaXon structure, 

benefits of security adopXon, miXgaXng risks, culture change. However, in this report, we will focus 

on the five themes: execuXve funcXon, socio-technological skills, adapXve cogniXon, hierarchical 

factors, and negaXve bias. Throughout this secXon, we discuss these themes in more detail. 
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4.3.1 Execu6ve Func6on  

 To answer our research quesXons ‘What cogniXve decision-making processes are uXlised and 

shared by individuals involved in adopXon discussions, policy or process?’ and ‘How do decision-

makers and users make sense of the security adopXon process? What models of the process, its 

components, and relaXonships are implicit in these stories?’, we coded for decision-making 

cogniXons. Decision-making can be conceptualised as a goal-directed cogniXve process (Colaux et 

al., 2022). Several studies found that decision-making processes – parXcularly in risky and high-

pressured situaXons – may be related to execuXve funcXons (EF; Brand et al., 2006; Del Missier et al., 

2010; Skagerlund et al., 2021; Toplak et al., 2010). Thus, we define this theme as: exhibiXons of 

decision-making cogniXve processes.  

4.3.1.1 Fear and stress/worry 

 Some of the experts did discuss how decision and implementaXon, if went wrong, could 

have significantly negaXve effects on the organisaXon as a whole. For example, P8 menXoned,  

“Because this was a project that had a drop-dead date and we ended up running out of /me. 

We ended up agreeing that we would go as we have to keep/kept pushing the end date to 

the last possible moment, which is what also brought in a quite a lot of stress and pressure… 

There was a dawning realisa/on across quite a large swathe of the university that this was 

really big, really scary and if it went wrong cause they would have to go back to paper for 

quite a significant period.” 

Furthermore, P3 discussed the urgency of the situaXon they idenXfied,  

“It was a broad part of a broader threat… in previous examples where the NCA had been in 

contact, they have seen ac/vity off the back of it. So it wasn't, you might have a problem if 

you don't do anything, it's, people who have had this happen to them definitely had problems 

going forward. So it made it a much more pressing and concrete threat as opposed to a 

hypothe/cal.” 

Thus, the scenarios the experts discussed clearly involved an element of urgency and criXcality 

within the decision-making process.  
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Table 3 

The security adop/on discussed by each of the par/cipants during all eight interviews. 

Participant Security Adoption Description 

P1 Multi-Factor 
Authentication 

Adding an extra step to the sign-in process (i.e., authenticating the 
sign up via a text/phone call or an app) 

P2 Secure Browser Acts as a barrier between the user and the website such that they 
cannot click on any links or download any files. This assumes 
everything on the internet is dangerous. Once a malware check is 
completed, then they can use the website. 

P3 Multi-Factor 
Authentication 

Adding an extra step to the sign-in process (i.e., authenticating the 
sign up via a text/phone call or an app) 

P4 Multi-Factor 
Authentication 

Adding an extra step to the sign-in process (i.e., authenticating the 
sign up via a text/phone call or an app) 

P5 Compliance Training 
Service  

A compliance/ training scheme. Monthly training courses to 
complete as well as phishing simulations such that users are sent 
fake phishing emails, if they click the link they are sent to an internet 
page designed by the provider where they are informed that they 
would have downloaded malware onto their computer if the phishing 
email was real, and they are given extra training to complete. 

P6 24/hour security 
protection 

They decided to buy two services: a well-respected company to 
provide high-scale protection to a small aspect of their internal 
systems (the most important data), and a small business to virtually 
triage incoming cyber events which are raised to the internal team to 
deal with if deemed necessary.  

P7 Policy change New scheme whereby staff remove their university accounts from 
external and personal websites (i.e., social media, life insurance, 
online shopping). This was under the knowledge that more external 
emails would lead to an increased likelihood of staff members to click 
on a phishing link.   

P8 Uploading all student 
data from on-site to 
on the cloud 

Uploading student data to the cloud. 

 

4.3.1.2 Compe:ng priori:es  

 Notably, throughout the interviews, experts discussed having to deal with compeXng 

prioriXes. For example, P1 menXoned,  
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“It’s compe/ng priori/es. Whether that be from sheer volume of work because of the 

regulatory commitments that are needed around change…  the poten/al that you're gonna 

have to postpone some client agreed change to take /me out to implement this... you have to 

look at is this a par/cular priority? Is that a legal or regulatory requirement? Because that's 

going to come first.” 

Furthermore, when asked how they decide where to begin with the process P3 clearly displayed that 

there were mulXple tasks with compeXng prioriXes, staXng, 

“We needed to do stuff in parallel… At the /me we had these priority groups that we needed 

to make work… [migra/ng VPN across to MFA] was tested within the IT team over the 

weekend to ensure could do all their work remotely… we got assurance that it was stable to 

the level needed, then bringing finance people on at that stage so they could do their work… 

ini/ally it would only be available to staff. So that we could make sure it could cope with the 

load” 

4.2.1.3 Analysis 

  The experts discussed having to decide between mulXple opXons, and they reported 

analysing the informaXon to support their decision-making. P8 discussed having to decide between 

two different approaches, and assessing what each approach could mean for the organisaXon,  

“We had two op/ons essen/ally to migrate it into the cloud or to rebuild it on premises. We 

did a proof of concept and a kind of an assessment about whether on premises would have 

been easier, cheaper but would give us no plaworm or off which to pivot for the future. So, 

that was my first big decision, I had a paper put in front of me and I made the decision to go 

to the cloud.” 

Furthermore, when deciding on a technology to adopt, P5 discussed doing a market survey,  

“There was discussion around what exactly we wanted out of it… The three companies were 

all providing slightly different products, but they were broadly the same sort of thing. So I had 

to pick out the bits that I thought were important and one was the ease of making the 

changes to the content.” 

P6 also had to go through a similar process of analysis to decide what technology to adopt,  

“[you] start talking to the suppliers and immediately there their eyes light up in terms of how 

much we should be inves/ng in their tooling… That changed the scope of the project to that 

point, cause at that point we're not looking for if we were to go down the route that they 
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were sugges/ng rather than just looking for [what we wanted]. It's looking at the whole 

toolset and we didn't have budget for that, we had no appe/te for that, and it isn't what we 

had originally envisaged as the scope.” … “[The] internal stress was gegng all of that aligned 

in my head in terms of what are they offering and how does that align to what we want to 

do” 

Thus, there is a clear element of analysis and informaXon gathering. However, this is not always 

possible in every situaXon. P3 had very lible informaXon to analyse, so had to go with the safest 

choice with the least amount of acceptable risk, 

“We knew that our creden/als have been released, but we didn't know how the aRacker had 

got hold of them. If it had been through a phishing aRack, that might be a one off and 

changing passwords might be enough to defeat them short term. But equally it could be a 

remote access trojan…if [a student’s] laptop was infected, even if they changed their 

password, the aRackers would get hold of it again and we wouldn't be in in a bit of face off. 

So, there were considera/ons made on the business impact around this” … “So that that 

amount known, you have to go to a place where you could have some sort of assurance, and 

mul/ factor authen/ca/on was seen as that solu/on” 

 Furthermore, P5 indicated that they used their own previous experience with different 

technologies to aid their decision, 

“It was the good experience with (the training provider) and the fact that we've got in some 

departments in my previous place 100% comple/on.” 

This indicates that they may have subconsciously already made their decision with which technology 

to adopt before the market survey began. 

4.3.2 Socio-technological skills 

 Oaen, there is a socio-technical gap seen in organisaXons, which is the misalignment 

between social and technical factors (Whitworth & de Moor, 2009). Malatji et al. (2019) discuss the 

importance of reducing this gap within cyber security systems, to do this they developed the socio-

technical systems theory. This theory highlights the importance of using an approach to opXmise the 

alignment between social and technical dimensions of a system (Malatji et al., 2019). Thus, socio-

technical systems take into account complex social and technical systems to meet the needs of 

society (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011). To do this, one must take a holisXc approach to integrate both 
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social and technical systems (Whitworth & de Moor, 2009) and harness the best possible pracXces 

for both systems (Carayon et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2007).  

 This approach is even more necessary within cyber security since the majority of cyber-

abacks are caused by human error, but the hardware in place can oaen reduce the impact of these 

abacks. Thus, taking a holisXc approach to ensure both factors are using the best approach could 

promote beber cyber security pracXce.  Within the interviews, the experts discussed the importance 

of considering the social aspects of security adopXon when making decisions. Thus, this for this 

paper, this theme is defined as discussions on the importance of social skills and relying less on the 

technological explanaXons to get people on board. 

4.3.2.1 Experience 

 Not taking a holisXc approach and considering the importance of the social factors appears 

to be one experience which the experts regret. In one case, P1 discussed how they wish they had 

considered the social factors earlier in their process,  

“[I] should have been beRer in communica/ng to key stakeholders that this was coming 

along rather than, ‘this is really important, you’re gonna do it… To be fair, maybe we hadn’t 

explained it properly in the first place, the, the, benefits… Did we just assume people would 

know what we are talking about?”  

This idea is supported further by P3,  

“[we] needed to warm up the audience more because they didn't have that familiarity and 

doing that, I don't want to say wasted /me, because it was necessary at the /me, but to have 

we done more to warm up the keep them aware in advance of some of these things.”  

These interviews demonstrate not taking on that holisXc socio-technological approach can lead to 

more problems and difficulXes during the launch.  

Further, both P1 and P3 discussed that this was something they learned throughout their 

career and with their experience, and that their younger self would make the mistake of not 

considering the social factors. P1 stated,  

“Someone taking over my role tomorrow, the thing they'd find most challenging is the size 

and complexity of our organisa/on. Because I've built up a big network… and I understand 

how everything works and /cks… I know most of the key people… a lot of it's all up in my 

head about who's the best person to ask for.”  
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Furthermore, P3 confirmed this by saying,  

“if I was doing it early in my career, I'd come from a much more technology-based want. The 

human impact of the decisions I was making didn't really come into my considera/ons at that 

stage.”  

Thus, they are aware that considering the social factors is something they are conXnuingly 

challenging within their work, and are trying to not keep making the same mistakes. This was 

supported further by P7 who said,  

“I think one of the things for me is we oGen call them soG skills or whether it's human skills… 

computers are easy to do what you tell them… Dealing with organisa/ons dealing with 

groups of people that, that’s the really tricky stuff. That's where you really earn your money. 

So if I was talking to someone who was new to security, I'd probably be saying don't worry 

too much about the technology. Go and develop your people's skills and I don't just mean in 

terms of selling stuff, but actually your own confidence… having that confidence to make 

difficult decisions to say the things that needed to be said to the people that needed to hear 

it.”  

Thus, these interviews clearly display that a characterisXc of cyber security experXse is having those 

social skills and taking on that holisXc approach to also consider the social factors. 

4.3.2.2 Communica:on and Persuasion  

One social factor the experts discussed in depth was communicaXng and persuading people 

that this new security adopXon was necessary. P7 discussed “socialising the change ahead of actually 

pressing the bubon and launching it to all staff” in length. One way he did this was through 

persuasion,  

“How we ar/culated it, it was very much about segng out the story, doing it with the cold 

hard facts, backed up with that bit of narra/ve” … “Trying to persuade our data protec/on 

Officer, nice and straight forward, we used rules, regula/ons. Trying to persuade our Chief 

Financial Officer, it was about risk, it was about stats, it was about numbers. Trying to 

persuade some of the academic faculty, execu/ve boards… we did use some of the more 

personal, funnier, silly stories where appropriate. One of the messages that we've used with 

all staff and it is one that we do believe is that this is actually beRer for staff because it adds 

a separa/on between work and between their personal lives.”  
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Thus, during the planning stage, the team not only began discussing the technology and policy 

changes, but also set up a plan for how to socialise this change to different individuals. This clearly 

shows that they take the social factors of these security adopXon seriously, and put Xme and effort 

into preparing their staff/users.  

Furthermore, P4 discussed that the most cogniXvely demanding aspect was communicaXng 

the change,  

“It was all about persuading people that we needed to do it… how we're going to 

communicate this occupied a significant amount of the /me during that that whole period … 

easily 60 or 70% of our cogni/ve load in in in these kind of projects goes to how to 

communicate to the customer.”  

This idea was seen also from P2 when asked what the most cogniXvely challenging aspect of the 

adopXon process is  

“it's convincing other people… you can request something an idea and then to have to to 

other people to understand that idea… or to get to like a whole business structure on board 

especially something that is so wide it is quite difficult I guess a lot of /me to actually explain 

why what you want and the reasons why you want that.”  

Thus, taking on the social factors, although it is important, it appears to be the most challenging and 

cogniXvely demanding aspect of the process. This may be because, as seen by P1 and P3, this can 

oaen be something that they do not do well, and can cause more issues in the long-run.  

 Lastly, within this theme there was also a discussion around building relaXonships with 

individuals in order to support the implementaXon of security. P7 menXoned,  

“Lots of playing on my own rela/onships with other members of senior management and 

various other bits and pieces” …  “It is very much about rela/onships at my ins/tu/on, if you 

want to get stuff done.”  

Furthermore, P4 discussed using these relaXonships as a way to influence and persuade others,  

“Who was the actually the most influen/al, influen/al person in each of the business units?  

Be the the person who, if you persuaded them that this was the right thing to do, would have 

the biggest. Carry the biggest weight in making that change.”  

Thus, these experts also highlighted the importance of building a network of individuals in order to 

know who to approach and persuade first about potenXal changes, to allow them to persuade and 

convince others. Here, it is clear there is a tacXcal and calculated approach to gexng staff on board.   
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4.3.3 Adap6ve cogni6on 

NaturalisXc decision making (NDM) researchers recognise their focus on macrocogniXon, as 

they invesXgate expert actual cogniXve processes, as opposed to anXcipated, imagined or false 

scenarios created in a laboratory (Militello et al., 2017). MacrocogniXon is defined as adopXon of 

cogniXon to complexity (Schraagen et al., 2017), and thus by extension, one could define experXse as 

cogniXve adapXon to complexity through their skills and knowledge. This is necessary as the work 

environment is difficult to predict due to its complex and ever-changing characterisXcs. This is even 

more true in the world of cyber security where the threat landscape and technological advances are 

constantly changing and adapXng (Rahman et al., 2023). Thus, not only should experts process the 

skills and knowledge of procedural and rouXne aspects of their work, but also to be adapXve and 

flexible when dealing with unexpected and/or novel situaXons (Militello et al., 2017; Ward et al., 

2018). Similarly, being able to metacogniXvely resolve goal-conflict, is necessary to ensure the 

desired goal and outcome is achieved (Gunn & Taylor, 2021). Thus, this theme is defined as showing 

flexibility and adaptability when dealing with unexpected/novel conflicts/situaXons during the 

security adopXon process. 

During the interviews, cyber security experts discussed adapXvity and flexibility when 

making these difficult security adopXon decisions. Some showed their ability to adapt and be 

flexible, and others reflected on the fact that they lacked adaptability and should have been more 

flexible during the process. One way the experts displayed adaptability was discussing using a phase 

approach to the implementaXon, to allow for changes and adaptaXons. P2 used this approach,  

“We had a two- or three-month period where we have like an two step phase… If there was 

actually a problem we could try to go to the project team and say ‘can you fix this?’, ‘can you 

fix that?’ That's reason we have that two-step period…They start trying [the new browser] 

and if something was not working, obviously the project team will work on that.”  

Thus, slowly implemenXng the change allows for problems to come up which can be solved before 

the final launch, aaer which changes are more difficult. This approach also allows for the team to 

listen to the concerns and worries from the staff/users and adapt their approach to allow the least 

amount of interrupXon to individuals’ work.  

 Furthermore, P7 showed adapXve cogniXon when receiving feedback in the early stages of 

the implementaXon process,  

“We had a few ‘ohh heck’ moments we hadn't thought of when composing the FAQs, but that 

was really good because we got those rela/vely early in the process, so we could adapt as we 
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went along. One of the things that we have adapted is it's not a binary thing, it's not work vs 

personal. There's a spectrum. So for things like your academia.edu profile, the research gave 

very liRle bits and pieces. You will have a work and a personal profile that overlaps. If you're 

a career academic, you will have a professional profile that you need to maintain, and you 

might use your ac.uk account to do that. And we recognise that same for staff and student 

discounts, we're quite happy with that.”  

Hence, we can see how P7 was able to use the feedback from users to adapt their approach to the 

scheme to encourage further engagement with the new policy. 

 Furthermore, experts discussed remaining flexible for parXcular groups of individuals during 

the process. For example, P3 menXoned that,  

“There were a certain set of students who were doing exams. That week and they were given 

two days extra to reset their passwords so it didn't interrupt with their exams… to allow them 

to finish their coursework.”  

P4 confirmed the need to be flexible with the users by saying, 

“We have a lot of interna/onal students, people are in other countries, people travel a lot. 

What happens when we switch it on if they haven't read the emails, haven't got the 

communica/ons? How disrup/ve that will be for the people who haven't looked at the 

comms and stuff like that.” 

Here, it is clear that during the development porXon of the adopXon process, it is vital to consider 

parXcular groups of users and remain flexible with the adopXon process for them.  

 Moreover, it is important to not only be adapXve to users/ staff, but also to remain adapXve 

with security for the current and everchanging threat landscape. This is shown by P6 who discussed 

someXmes the need to move away from certain security services if they are no longer meeXng the 

organisaXons’ needs, 

“We're not gonna con/nue onto into the third year with the small business that provided us 

with that virtual support… we've moved on, the threat landscape has moved on, and our 

technology landscapes moved on. And actually the smaller supplier hasn't moved at the pace 

that I'd have expected or wanted them to.”  

Here, it is clear that adapXve cogniXon is necessary within the world of security as new threats are 

present all the Xme as technology advances. Thus, it is important to ensure the organisaXons’ 

security is providing the best level of protecXon as these changes occur.  
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4.3.4 Nega6vity Bias 

 This theme follows on from cyber security experts exhibiXng adapXve cogniXon, as the 

interviews displayed their tendency to show negaXvity bias. In this context, we define negaXvity bias 

as the tendency to expect and focus on negaXve aspects or outcomes.  

 Most of the experts highlighted that they oaen get negaXve responses and reacXons from 

users/staff. As P2 menXoned, this may be because  

“there’s a lot of people that don’t like change.”  

This was repeated by P4 who said, 

“We were having lots of conversa/ons with the  key business units, the stakeholders and at 

points, you're kind of you run up against a brick wall, which is we just don't want change… 

this idea that beRer security is beRer conceptually, but we just don't want any change for us.”  

This may explain the negaXve responses of people when they are made aware of potenXal security 

implementaXon. P1 said,  

“you some/mes get the resistance well. Why? What? What, why? Why do we need to do this 

and the way?” … “It was almost that gut reac/on of ‘But we don't need to do this work.’”  

Thus, the decision-makers made it clear that negaXve feedback was received oaen by them and their 

team due to the lack of flexibility and understanding from their users/staff.  

Having this understanding means the experts oaen have to miXgate for and expect these 

negaXve responses from the users/staff. This takes place in the planning element of the decision-

making process. For example, P7 highlighted that,  

“I wasn't par/cularly looking forward to the trade unions mee/ng and was effec/vely in the 

staff mee/ng, wai/ng for the riots. But again, we put a lot of /me into the argument, we 

checked it amongst ourselves and socialised it before.”  

This shows how they anXcipate the negaXve response and so do all they can to support and warm-up 

their users before launching the technology/policy change. P7 also discussed the success they had 

during the launch, and he was convinced this was due to them preparing the users and staff,  

“the other sleepless night was when we did the all-staff e-mail and actually properly 

announced it… people were interac/ng with it and we put so much effort into our FAQs and 
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the arguments we'd made and all the rest of it. People were able to get the why we were 

doing it… So it it kind of landed with a bit of a whimper.”  

Thus, this decision-maker used their experience and experXse to predict a negaXve response from 

staff, and so prepared their FAQs and arguments before launching to limit these.  

 The reason these experts showed this negaXvity bias when discussing the response of the 

users/staff may be because that is oaen the only feedback they get. When asked what feedback they 

were gexng following the implementaXon, P2 stated,  

“most of them problems, because obviously people don't don't don't like change… So it's only 

problems. So they never come under around and say ‘ohh very good this solu/on’. No, no. So 

always the feedback, any feedback are you gegng is always wrong, it's always bad… If they 

don't say anything, that means it's good.”  

Thus, they expect only negaXvity because that is what they are accustomed to receiving. PosiXve 

feedback is only assumed when individuals do not say anything negaXve.  

4.3.5 Hierarchical Factors  

 Lastly, many of the experts discussed the importance of understanding the organisaXon 

structure; and this included being aware of the hierarchy. There were discussions around gexng 

senior management approval, and the affect this can have on persuading other members in the 

organisaXon. Thus, this theme of ‘Hierarchical Factors’ includes discussion around how adopXng is 

handled depending on senior approval/abenXon, and the ways this can be granted. 

 As discussed previously, decision-makers use different approaches to get different teams on 

board, and one of those teams is using support from the senior team. P2 discussed the method he 

used and why it is important,  

“we try to rephrase it that way [discussing the affect of implemen/ng on metrics and 

bonuses] so we get more aRen/on especially on the senior side because they are the ones 

who, if you get on board, it’s much easier to get the budget approved for the project.”…“if 

more senior colleagues are on board with that, people are assuming that things are good for 

the business.”  

This idea is supported further from P3,  

“thanks to the backing of the Vice Chancellor… that was the key… He’s called the ac/ons 

that. Yeah, very persuasive. Not least on the staff side, I mean the students.”  
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Lastly, P7 also highlighted using relaXonships you have with the senior team in order to support your 

project and get people on board,  

“It is very much about rela/onships at my ins/tu/on, if you want to get stuff done… If the 

Chief opera/ng officer of the Chief Financial Officer of the University Secretaries, who also a 

senior informa/on risk owner and a couple of the vice presidents, have researched or 

interested in it, you're probably gonna get a preRy good outcome.”  

Thus, as clearly established, when deciding how to go through the adopXon process within cyber 

security, it is important to be aware of how you can get people on your side. A part of this, is to be 

aware of the affect the senior team can have on the whole process, and abempt to use that to your 

advantage.  

 Furthermore, it was discussed that if the senior management was for the implementaXon, it 

could happen regardless of the rest of the organisaXon. For example, P4 menXoned  

“[The Dean] came back full of ‘ohh, you know, bad stuff can happen. What can we do about 

it? This MFA thing, when can we roll that out?’ and we went ‘well we can switch it on, we can 

switch it on this aGernoon if you want.’ And then it was okay, we’ll go ahead and do it.”  

Thus, although previously, it has been discussed that oaen new policies or security measures are 

more effecXve when there is buy-in and backing from the users themselves, this is not always 

necessary. If the senior people agree to the change, it will be implemented. This is further supported 

by P2’s statement,  

“But there’s some/mes not even a point in [explaining to people why this would be good for 

the organisa/on]. It’s just a waste of /me. Just try to tell them that, well, your boss has said 

this, and we have, we have all agreed to do this. It is what it is, sorry.”  

This shows how having the support from senior management can change how the implementaXon is 

dealt with, thus indicaXng that it may be the first step when deciding whether to adopt.  

 Lastly, two of the experts discussed how talking to senior managers and anyone with 

authority can be difficult. Firstly, P6 discussed feeling nervous and apprehensive report problems to 

their senior managers,  

“I was then thinking about how to ar/culate that to our stakeholders, to the IT director, and 

the CISO. So repor/ng back to them in a way that is our is is concise and not just seeming like 

I'm coming with excuses. And so it was that internal processing of of all of that informa/on in 
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a way that I could then present to them in a way that didn't just seem like I was trying to get 

out of doing any work.”  

Clearly P6 shows a desire to show their capability to do their job, including approaching issues and 

problems in a construcXve way.  

 Furthermore, both P6 and P7 discussed finding the confidence to talk to people in authority 

challenging. P6 said,  

“talking to people in posi/ons of authority can become a bit, you know, could make come 

across as being a bit challenging was… you know, logis/cally, but also, you know, for from 

one's confidence and understanding, you know, talking to people at that level, that level of 

detail, but also that level of seniority and influence, etcetera. So yeah, I think that was that 

was a challenge. It was, it was the the talking to those people about what their opinions 

were without being completely just shoved out the door as being someone who was just 

bothering them when actually had a real need to talk to them about what their strategy 

was.” 

Here, it is clear that there is definitely an element of hierarchy within the organisaXon structure that 

the decision-makers are aware of. This also introduces an interesXng element of anxiety and worry 

that comes along with seeking approval and advice from senior management.  

We are even able to see from the senior managers that we interviewed that they struggle 

with the hierarchical elements of the job, oaen feeling as though they are less senior than they 

actually are. For example, P7, the Chief InformaXon Security Officer said,  

“And I have had some coaching in terms of gegng ready for a more senior posi/on cause I do 

have that mindset that I just drive vans part /me for the IT department and I'm s/ll quite 

junior role. Whereas actually that's not the case if you've achieved informa/on security 

officer.”  

This reiterates that actually, even once you are one of the senior managers within the department, 

there can sXll be that issue with confidence and anxiety. 

4.4 Conclusion 

 This study used a CriXcal Decision Method (CDM), cogniXve task interview methodology to 

invesXgate the cogniXve processes of cyber security experts when making security adopXon 

decisions. Through qualitaXve analysis, five main themes were idenXfied: use of execuXve funcXon, 
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socio-technological skills, adapXve cogniXon, hierarchical factors and negaXve bias. These themes 

idenXfied key cogniXve processes involved in decision-making within the cyber security context. 

Further, it does indicate that there is an element of experXse within this field, similar to that seen in 

other skilled professions (Lintern et al, 2018 ). These cyber security experts are able to think ahead to 

prepare to future problems/conflicts and see the bigger picture in their work when making adopXon 

decisions.  

The CDM methodology is useful as it provides the opportunity to understand how experts 

make key decisions and use their cogniXve skills to handle fast-paced, high-pressured, challenging 

situaXons (Klein, 2001). This can have remarkable applicaXon to real-world training and intervenXons 

in the work-place, including removing barriers to build the cogniXve skills to improve pracXXoners’ 

performance (Klein, 2001). Thus, the findings in this paper could result in the development of 

scenario training for early-career cyber security individuals to develop their cogniXve processes 

required to make judgements and decisions within their role. This means that individuals in this 

career can start thinking like experts, without the years of experience and mulXtude of mistakes it 

took for the experts to get to that point.  

Limita'ons and future direc'ons 

 Whilst this study involves a relaXvely small sample of experts, Crandall et al (2006) report 

that no more than 8-10 experts are usually needed for CTA interviews. Thus, having interviewed 

eight experts indicates that our sample is within the opXmal range.   Ideally we also would have 

preferred to complete these in-depth interviews face to face and would have liked to spent more  

Xme with the interviewees to access their cogniXve challenges.   Whilst online interviews can be an 

effecXve use of Xme for parXcipants building a rapport to draw Xmelines of challenging decisions can 

be limited.  We suggest that further research to explore this complex cogniXon should be face to face 

where depth of quesXoning and probing parXcipants may be increased.  CogniXve task methods 

have much to offer security research as they explore and examine ‘work as is’ rather than ‘work as it 

maybe imagined’.  We hope that the Discribe community will conXnue to unpack and examine the 

complex cogniXve decision making processes of professionals working in security technology 

adopXon, in an effort to communicate and collaborate uXlising a mulXdisciplinary analysis of this 

evolving ecosystem. 
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5. Appendix A – Story Completion 
Information Sheet and Questionnaire  

 

The Elicitation of Cyber Security Narratives  
 
Participant information sheet  
  
General Information   
The aim of this study is to understand the process of security technology adoption. We appreciate your 
interest in participating in this study. You have been invited to participate as you have been identified 
by your organisation as someone who may find this area of decision making of interest. Please read 
through this information before agreeing to participate (if you wish to).  The Principal Researcher is 
Professor Julie Gore (j.gore@bbk.ac.uk) who is attached to the Department of Organizational 
Psychology at Birkbeck College, University of London. The project is being completed in collaboration 
with the University of Sheffield and funded by the government’s ESRC hub - Discribe: 
https://www.discribehub.org   
  
Do I have to take part?    
No. Please note that participation is voluntary. If you do decide to take part, you may withdraw at any 
point for any reason by leaving the online session.      
  
How will my data be used?    
We will take all reasonable measures to ensure that data remain confidential. The responses you 
provide will be stored in a password-protected electronic file on Birkbeck, University of London secure 
server and may be used in academic publications and conference presentations. Any identifiable 
information will be deleted as soon as it no longer required for the research. Research data will be 
stored for 5 years after publication or public release of the work of the research. For information about 
Birkbeck’s data protection policy please visit: http://www.bbk.ac.uk/about-us/policies/privacy#9         
  
Who will have access to my data?    
The small research team led by Prof. Julie Gore will have access to the data at Birkbeck & The 
University of Sheffield. We would also like your permission to use the data in future studies, and to 
share data with other researchers (e.g. in online databases). Data will be de-identified before it is 
shared with other researchers or results are made public.     
   
Who has reviewed this study?    
This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance from Birkbeck, University of 
London’s Research Ethics Committee.     
   
   
What are the procedures of taking part?    
If you decide to take part, you will be asked to complete the online questionnaire on the subsequent 
pages, and then invited to a follow-up online interview. The questionnaire will present you with 'story 
stems', which are short introductions to stories related to security adoption, and you will be asked to 
complete the stories by typing your response into the text boxes.  This should take about 20-30 
minutes. No background knowledge is required. The data you provide will help us to understand the 
every day work processes and thinking around security adoption. We are interested in a range of stories 
different people tell – there is no right or wrong way to complete the stories.      

https://www.discribehub.org/
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/about-us/policies/privacy#9
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What are my participation rights?    
Participation in this research guarantees the right to withdraw, to ask questions about how your data 
will be handled and about the study itself, the right to confidentially and anonymity (unless otherwise 
agreed), the right to refuse to answer questions and to be given access to a summary of the findings (if 
requested).      
  
What if I want to withdraw my information?    
If you wish to withdraw responses or any personal data gathered during the study you may do this 
without any consequences.      
  
Any further questions?    
If you have any questions or require more information about this study before, during, or after your 
participation, please contact Professor Julie Gore at j.gore@bbk.ac.uk.    
  
For information about Birkbeck’s data protection policy please visit: http://www.bbk.ac.uk/about-
us/policies/privacy#9. If you have concerns about this study, please contact the School’s Ethics Officer 
at: BEI-ethics@bbk.ac.uk. School Ethics Officer School of Business, Economics and Informatics Birkbeck, 
University of London London WC1E 7HX. You also have the right to submit a complaint to the 
Information Commissioner’s Office https://ico.org.uk/       
  
Thank you for your consideration,       
  
Prof. Julie Gore, Principal Investigator j.gore@bbk.ac.uk    
Dr David Gamblin, Co-investigator d.gamblin@bbk.ac.uk    
Ms Billie Dale, Research Assistant billie.dale@bbk.ac.uk       
  
Department of Organizational Psychology, Birkbeck, University of London,    
Clore Management Building, Malet Street, Bloomsbury, London. WC1E 7HX   
  
 

Consent Informed Consent   

  
Please read the following items and tick the appropriate box below to indicate whether you agree to 
take part in this study.   
  

1. I have read the information above in full and I understand the purpose of this 
research.  
2. Any questions I had have been answered, and I understand I may ask further 
questions at any time.  
3. I understand what is involved in participating, that it is voluntary, and that I may 
withdraw at any stage during the survey or interview.   
4. I understand the results may be used for academic publications, such as journal 
articles.  
5. I agree to take part in this study under the conditions set out above.      

 
I agree to take part in this research ________________________________ 
  
 

http://www.bbk.ac.uk/about-us/policies/privacy#9
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/about-us/policies/privacy#9
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Instructions for Participants    

We are gathering lots of different views and are a part of a much larger project funded by the ESRC’s 
Discribe network. Discribe is a groundbreaking social science-led digital security related programme, 
part of the UK Government’s wider Digital Security by Design (DSbD) Programme to drive the 
development of DSbD technology. The data you provide will help us to understand the every day 
thinking around security related decision making. You can read more about Discribe here: 
https://www.discribehub.org        
  
You are invited to complete four stories related to security adoption decisions — this means that you 
read the opening sentences of a story and then write what happens next. There is no right or wrong 
way to complete the story, and you can be as creative as you like. The stories are based upon fictional 
events. We are interested in the many different stories that people can write. Please don't spend too 
long thinking about what might happen next — just write about whatever first comes to mind. Because 
collecting in-depth stories is important for our research, please write a story that is at least four 
sentences and spend 5-10 minutes responding to each story.        
  
 
  
  
Question 1      
  
It’s 2024. A new hardware has recently been proven to reduce cyber vulnerability by 70% without 
interrupting users’ usual activities. A and B - who are senior/strategic managers in organisation X - are 
having a meeting to discuss whether organisation X should become one of the first organisations in the 
world to adopt this new hardware.  
 
  
What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagination to complete the story.  

________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  

  
  
 Question 2      
  
C who works in organisation Y received an email from the IT department two weeks ago, requesting all 
employees to complete a software update within one month, which was related to a new hardware 
adopted across organisation Y to increase cyber security. C came to work this morning, only to find his 
/ her work computer locked by a ransomware attack.  
 
  
What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagination to complete the story.  

________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  

  
  

https://www.discribehub.org/
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 Question 3      
  
After a six-months transition period, organisation Z has implemented the new hardware to increase 
cyber security across all departments. Head of IT department D has just sent out an organisation-wide 
email announcing this milestone, before he / she gets an urgent call from E, the head of another 
department, reporting a severe data leak which requires an immediate solution.  
  
What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagination to complete the story.  

________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  

  
  
  
  
Question 4      
  
It has been 5 years since F, the principle legal advisor of organisation W, called for the first meeting of 
senior management level regarding the adoption of the new hardware to increase cyber security. These 
meetings have been more and more frequent over these years, and today is the 17th meeting where 
proposals for incentives are being discussed.  
 
  
What is most likely to happen? Please use your imagination to complete the story.  

________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________  
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6. Appendix B – Cognitive Task Analysis 
Interview Protocol 

 

  

The Elicitation of Cyber Security Narratives   
  

Setting up the interview:   

We are conducting research as part of a Discribe DSbD grant to study how people in organisations 

make security adoption decisions. In particular, we want to understand the cues that lead an 

individual to adopt security technology, policies or practices. To do this, we are interviewing a range 

of people to find out what is important to them when making such decisions. Once we understand 

the different cues and strategies in making security adoption decisions, we can support translating 

this knowledge to a range of users.   

There are three parts of the discussion today. First, we will ask some questions about your 

background, training and experience. In the second part, we will ask about your thoughts on the story 

stems we are developing, and third we will ask questions relating to some of your experiences where 

you were involved in security adoption decisions.   

Do you have any questions before we begin?   

Before we get started, we would like to request your permission to record this discussion. The Teams 

recording will automatically be transcribed, treated as confidential and shared only with the research 

team. If at any point you feel like you want to tell us something but don’t want it to be recorded, just 

let me know and we will turn off the recording function.   

 

Background questions  

1. What is your current role ?   

2. How long have you been in that role?   

3. How long have you been making security adoption decisions ?   
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Sweep 1: Incident Identification  
I’d like you to think about the security adoption decisions that you have made. Tell me about a time 
that really stands out as a challenging case. It may have been challenging because of the way in which 
the decision was presented to you or your team, or because of a particular individual or a tech 
challenge.  
 
Sweep 2: Timeline Verification  
Draw a timeline out on the board and include the big points (to be further filled in during sweep 3) 
Look for decision points, places to probe, gaps in the timeline and ambiguity.  
Probe statements like “I just knew...”, “Something felt wrong...”   

• Can you provide a 2 minute overview of the decision ?   
• How many minutes/hours/days from being asked to adopt the security measure to 

implementing it, did this take  
• Identify challenging points in early management of the process  
• Ask about any decisions that altered your train of thought   
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Sweep 3: Deepening  

• Where were you when you learned of need for the security measure ? What were you doing? 
Where was the rest of your team?   

• Timing- time of year, time of day ?   
• What was your role at the time?   
• Who told you about security requirement ?   
• What information did you initially have? What more did you want to know?   
• Was the history/info reliable? Was anything confusing/contradictory?   
• Who else was taking care of the security adoption decision ? What were their impressions?   
• Did you seek advice/input from others?   
• Describe the operational requirements needed to complete your task.  

 
Sweep 4: What If Queries  

• Describe your differential. Why were you considering different options ?   
• Did your prior experience with security influence how you completed the task?   
• How did this experience change how you think about security adoption ?   
• What would you have done differently?   
• What if the requirement had been seen by a provider at a different level of the organisation / 

internal/external?   
• Did your team challenge your understanding of the security adoption measure ?   
• What were the learning points that you took away from this experience?   
• How comfortable do you feel in managing security adoption decisions ?   
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